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From the Desk of National President
Greetings !!
It is a great pleasure to write another message for the IJTD. I would like to thank Dr. Upinder Dhar, Chief
Editor of IJTD, Former National President of ISTD and Currently Vice Chancellor of Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth
Vishwavidyalaya (Indore).
Organizations today are facing major challenges post-corona era regarding cost, delivery leadership, structure,
strategy, systems and human resources which are also regarded as levers of change in an organisation.
In the current issue of IJTD, I will highlight that the Indian Society for Training & Development (ISTD) is going
to organize 49th IFTDO World Conference & Exhibition with a difference, dedication and desire to excel.
All living organisations periodically experience a paradigm shift. The current paradigm shift for many
organizations is sharper and more basic than perhaps ever before. Causative factors are several, including a
shrinking world, expanding time: both on account of various factors, including technology. Emerging concerns
of health and sustainability have added to the complexity. A new era is on the horizon where even employment
scenario has taken overtones of a market place with characteristics of virtual integration. The 49th IFTDO
World Conference will focus on the theme: Strategies for an Agile Work-Culture : Road to New-Age Markets.
The theme seeks to tackle the current scenario so that it brings greater dynamism to the market-place and is
relevant to the context, especially the corona and post-corona era. Sessions of the conference, aligned to the
theme shall be grouped under four tracks namely Skills, Technology, Markets & Sustainability.
The conference is having different technical sessions which will highlight on the specific issues and challenges
in four tracks. The conference will provide cross cultural, multi-disciplinary and interpersonal experience. It
brings together experts from all over the world to discuss latest trends and developments in the changing
global scenario, new technology and competitiveness emerging at all levels.
With the involvement of IFTDO & ISTD members from all over the world who are attending this conference,
the results of our coming together should provide many meaningful and constructive exchanges of ideas.
With over 40 sessions and 100 speakers, including a large number of distinguished international speakers, the
conference will offer enriching and memorable learning experience.
Through this message, I seek participation in the conference, as well as your support, for encouraging
participation to make the event a Great Success.
I am grateful to the Past Presidents, National Council Members and seniors for their continuous guidance,
support, and trust from the members all across the country.
With best wishes and kind regards,

Dr. Nataraj Ray

Date : 16/01/2021

National President
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From the Desk of Chief Editor
Coping with the Stress at Workplace
A physician is not required to tell a person that when his or her stress level is out of control. If a person
stands up to face the stress, he/she can calm the throbbing heart and bursting brain. Experts now say that by
bringing more of oneself – the personality, ambitions, ideas and beliefs – to everything one does, a person
feels more confident and in control. His/her superior may throw yet another report to write or set a totally
irrational target. One feels so distressed that productivity declines. The solution is to do some unloading. A
person knowshis/her job better than anyone does. When one takes a closer look, one may discover that his/
her personal assistant could open the mail or the new project team may not really require one’s help. In other
words, we underestimate our power as individuals to change our environment. Another way to tackle the
stressful day is with a time-out plan, says Daniel Stamp, a Canadian management trainer. If a person is in the
office, he/she may close the door and screen his/her calls. One must remember to slot in stress-relieving time
for himself/herself every day, such as eating lunch away from the desk, taking a walk or having an evening out
with friends or family to look forward to.
If it is not cell phone ringing at all hours, it is 85 e-mails to answer. Stamp has invented the tag “digital
depression” to describe the feelings of stress and lowered productivity due to technology overload. The
solution is to get back to basics. Instead of being a slave to the beeps and flashing lights, one must make a todo list and shut out the constant interruptions of technology. Turn off the e-mail alert, and check one’s e-mail
and voice mail just three or four times a day. One musttalk to the manager about establishing policies that
dispense with copied messages, online jokes and chain of letters. Make one’s own phone voice message short,
and delete the messages as soon as one hears them. To keep technology from sneaking into one’s personal
life, the person must switch off or mute the cell phone at home. And should not check e-mail at night or
during holidays very frequently.
A person may feel that he/she has no say in how things are done. He/she may suddenly be assigned a new role
without notification; his/her manager may just double the workload without giving a raise. The most stressful
jobs are those which may have very high levels of expectation from an employee without giving him/her any
control, or those which demand perfection but never reward the employee. In such jobs, people have almost
three times the normal rates of heart disease and depression. The solution may be to get back some control. If
one doesn’t know what is going on, he/she should go on a fact finding mission, says Sherry Connolly, founding
director of the Centre for Spirituality at Work in Toronto.
The key is to be open and alert instead of complaining about what’s wrong. Once a person knows the reason
for a new policy, then he/she may see a way to have a say in how it’s put into practice. One should look for
the ways of giving more input about what he/she is doing. If no one wants to listen to a person’s ideas, he/
she should just change himself/herself. The person should work out a strategy for where he/she would like to
be in a year and reward oneself for accomplishments. Instead of seeing oneself as a victim of the job, he/she
should think about the fact that he/she is doing this job so he/she can pay his/her child’s tuition fee or EMI
for the home he/she loves. One should combine new perspective with tried-and-true de-stressing techniques:
exercising, laughing, taking up a hobby or talking with friends.
3

A person may hate his/her co-worker and the later may also hate the person. It is possible that the two used to
have a compatible relationship, then a couple of thoughtless words soured the relationship. Now the persons
snap at each other and get into heated arguments over nothing. The solution may be to mend the bridges,
says Diane Peters in an article in Reader’s Digest published in 2002. One may have to put the pride aside
and try to work things out face-to-face. One should not blame or point fingers. If the conflict is interfering
with work, one should turn to a manager, an employee-assistance counsellor or someone whom one trusts
to act as a mediator. A person should never walk away from minor conflicts. If one has a confrontation, he/
she should deal with it as soon as one can. One should think about the effect his/her words are having on
others. Generally, if a person doesn’t gossip, or complain, he/she is more likely to maintain good working
relationships.
It is only about 25 percent of the job that may rub a person the wrong way. Switching to another team or
trading a responsibility with a co-worker could turn a hated job into a dream occupational engagement. There
is nothing wrong in networking and socializing outside the workplace. The readers of IJTD are requested to
go through the contents of the journal and help us in improving the usefulness of this publication by offering
suggestions based on their critical review and constructive observations. The prospective contributors to this
journal are advised to follow APA pattern (7th Edition) for presenting the references.
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Conscientious Growth: A Framework for the Board to Reflect
Baburaj V Nair

Fellow, Institute of Directors
Email : p2b@soulsearchhr.com
ABSTRACT
Chief Mentor & Founder, P2B Consulting (UAE, India). A Certified Independent Director, a people process
specialist – leadership coach, he has around three decades of experience in all gamuts of people
management and his focus is to create “actionable knowledge in building sustainable business”. Currently,
he is on a mentoring role with a few start-ups in India and UAE. He can be contacted at p2b@soulsearchhr.
com; https://www.linkedin.com/in/baburaj-nair-fellow-iod-309a39a/
Corporate Governance is changing its gears to a more transparent process than what it used to be. The focus
of this paper is on how Nomination & Remuneration Committee at Board level had helped an organization
to create a healthy talent management and succession planning process for key management personnel.
It is suggested that NRC should keep a pipeline of potential board candidates ready to fill the vacancies.
The Board should create a written mandate of the Committee’s duties and expectations. People processes
should also be part of risk management mandate, as they are also key ‘intangible’ assets.
INTRODUCTION
A company is run under the directions of its Board of
Directors. The Board decides number of key strategic
decisions, which will impact a company in long run
and decides its future. Both executive and nonexecutive directors of the Board are formed to advise,
review, and approve management strategic plans,
decisions, and actions in building and sustaining an
organisation. The Company’s Act, 2013 aims at easing
the process of doing business in India and improving
corporate governance by making the governing body
(the Board) more accountable.

indicate that a wholistic governing process had
helped organisations to build sustainable growth. A
few perspectives must be re-wired in our mindset to
make the process of “governance” more emphatic.
Mere perspective building would not help, but at
least repositioning the same in our “mind-set” with
clarity can provide us appropriate directions. Let’s
examine three key elements on this subject:

Corporate Governance, globally, is shifting its gears
to a more transparent process than what it was or
is currently existing in many parts of the world,
including India. Like many “changes” we have seen
over the last few decades, this is also due to the
socio-political and economic ramifications than due
to “value oriented” self -reflective shift.
Hence, it has become imperative for the regulators
to create a framework to protect the stakeholders
and create more ownership in conducting affairs
of the business. Many best practice case studies
6

•

Ownership – The word connotes to “being
accountable for our actions/behaviour on

Conscientious Growth: A Framework......

•

social well-being (customer, employees and
their families and all related social factors)

•

protecting the environment (safety in its
entirety, carbon emission etc.)

•

value chain (external -vendors, supplies, Internal
– end to end operations etc.) and

•

the investors (owners, financial institutions, and
other share-holders-minor or major)

•

Governance: The word itself represents a
reactive connotation. It pre-supposes a set
of rules and regulations, which needs to be
“governed”. Therefore, if there are no “rules
and regulations”, what happens to the actual
purpose of the Board – a collective group
of unique professionals to help and build a
sustainable organisation? It is high time to
change this word from a legalistic connotation
to a more transformational word.

•

Conscientious growth : This word represents
a deterministic pro-active process of growth.
In today’s world of ambiguity, a collective,
conscientious process would be more
meaningful than just governance.

Therefore, throughout this paper, instead of
corporate governance, the conscientious growth will
be used. The focus of this paper is how Nomination
& Remuneration Committee (NRC) at Board level had
helped an organisation to create a healthy talent
management, and succession planning process for key
management personnel, including a remuneration
process and create a few learning elements from this
live case.
One of the major committees of the Board is the
Nomination and Remuneration Committee (NRC)
which is expected to support the Board in ensuring
that the organisation retain an effective structure,
and skill sets to implement the strategic objectives
and values of an organization.

Context setting
•

USD 200 Million manufacturing company, based
in Southern India, established in 1968.
•
Market leader in southern India, 4th position in
the overall market in the country.
•
Third generation entrepreneur with seasoned,
long-term serving subject matter experts
professionals
•
Huge customer loyalty of its various products
•
“Tortoise” culture (slow and steady, risk averse,
contented, comfortable within its shell)
•
Complacency set in due to its products high
customer loyalty and lower impact on its market
share in 2010-2011, when the competition
knocked its door.
By 2015, more players came in the market and the
no.1 player also started making inroads into the
company’s strong holds. The eroding cash reserves,
year on year reduced revenue, lower profitability had
made the Board, ultimately wake up from its slumber
and started initiating actions. The first action by the
Board was to bring in a highly rated professional
manager as its Managing Director. His induction
in the Board had also brought changes in the
Board composition. They brought in two illustrious
specialists (one in finance, and the other in business
strategy). Along with this, the Board reconstituted the
NRC, and under their close supervision, had brought
in three key management personnel (KMP) (proven
professionals in their respective field) – CFO, CHRO,
and COO. However, being a highly employee centric,
benevolent entrepreneurs, the NRC had ensured that
these people came in without rocking the boat.
The NRC had ensured that they meet more often
than what is stipulated under the Law to ensure that
they understood the organisation along with the
new management team and created a road map for
revitalising the organisation.
Process Steps
The NRC had realised that they need to “Reframe”
the current culture to make their role more effective
at the Board governance level. Within the overall
7
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others, who are in our eco-system. Therefore,
the focus should be on auditing actions/
behaviour of the members of the Board and its
impact on the entire eco-system of the business:
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guidelines of the Act, the NRC had re-drawn their roles
and responsibilities and developed a NRC Policy and
assigned specific action points for MD, COO, CHRO,
CFO and the Chief of R&D, and the business heads of
three verticals as Key Management Personnel within
their scope of review and monitoring, along with MD.
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Review the current practices and culture
Engage with the current KMPs to understand
the challenges
Formulate “a future ready organisation”
strategic business plan, encompassing all
functions of the business and dovetailing the
people strategy into it.
Reassess the readiness of change at different
level, identify key areas of challenges and
recommend the changes to the board and get
an affirmative nod towards the same.
Action
Plans
with
accountability
to
operationalise the process.
Measures with a focus on outcome and impact
– with a long-term perspective
Evaluate the process consistently along with the
MD to support KMPs to bring out the change.

The following areas were focussed during the
process of “reframing”:
a) Study global best practices at Board level on
people matters
The responsibility of this was handed over to the new
CHRO, and he had reviewed and brought in ten major
insights, after reviewing various literature, annual
reports etc.
1)
2)
3)

4)

There are no uniform best practices
Most of the best practices were evolved around
the culture and the purpose of the company
The focus was on sustainability through aligning
appropriate processes and systems with the
technology
Though the primary focus of the NRC was on
KMP, in most cases, they sought information on
how the overall talent review process is robust
and what new developments have been taken
place.
8

5)

The NRC’s focus is always not on a probing
manner, but more to be a facilitation team
between the Board and the MD, ironing out
differences and ensuring an unbiased approach
to the entire process
6) The role of a visionary Chairman and MD was
clear on all such robust process practising
companies
7) Recently, many such organisations are focussing
more on developing an overarching purpose
than just vision. i.e. Vision of the organisation
indicates “where” to go, and Purpose defines,
“why” the Board wants to go “where”?
8) Used country specific guidelines given in various
related governing Acts, but in most cases, NRCs
have gone beyond the guidelines to bring value
to the Board and the Organisation.
9) In all best practices, NRC has created a leadership
team, spearheaded by MD to actionize the NRC
policy.
10) Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) has become one
of the major elements of talent management
strategy for building a future ready organisation.
Even at global level, the movement towards
this is relatively slow, though lot of “noises” is
happening around it.
b) Succession planning for the Executive
Management Team and two levels below them
In a recent study by Bloomberg, it has been observed
that out of 100 BSE 100 companies, just eight, and
out of 50 IPO companies, just three had detailed
disclosures on succession planning in their annual
reports. More turnover is happening than usual
among CEOs in recent years. These exists are driven
by internal issues of performance as well as issues
of individual conduct. Therefore, the Board should
be ready for both the eventualities: expected and
unexpected. It is vitally important for a board to
identify its plan of action for an unanticipated
executive’s (who is critical) departure.
Therefore, the responsibility to develop a robust
plan was entrusted to CHRO and CFO, as necessary
budgetary planning also was involved. NRC being a

facilitator, and the structuring of a strategic apex team,
apart from the Executive Management team (which
consisted of all company level functional heads),
consisting COO, CFO, CHRO along with MD and other
KMPs as required as invitees have made the tone set
for the initiatives the MD and NRC embarked upon.
The strategic apex team (which included all members
of executive management team), with the support
of MD, had developed the following framework and
presented to the NRC, who have appreciated the
work and recommended to the Board as a Blueprint
for Succession Planning.
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Defined Key and Critical Employees across the
company – it has been found that some of the
data required were not available, and hence
had to take a conscientious involved decision
based on whatever information available.
Developed a Leadership Score card: NRC ensured
that there is no personal bias in developing and
finalising the score card.
A detailed action plan to build future leaders,
covering mentoring relationships, offering
regional or global assignment opportunities,
supporting executive education programs,
providing opportunity to interact with the Board
Members on specific areas, stretch projects.
Both soft as well as monetary aspects were
taken into consideration for retaining these
future leaders. A culture of specific feedback
with a clear intention of development was also
institutionalised.
Review the need for external talent: Though
the focus was given for internal promotions
(empirical research data clearly indicated that
successful transition of leadership was more
effective through internal candidates than
external candidates), it was also suggested to
review the need of external candidates. The
cultural fit was one of the key aspects taken
into consideration. This was also done for the
purpose of creating an influx of new ideas and
fresh perspectives. Necessary relevant policies
were also framed. One of the interesting actions
MD had initiated was to have an individual

v)

dialogue with the new incumbent (if he/she is
coming as a replacement of a functional head)
along with COO and CHRO indicating why s/
he was selected (observations of positives and
negatives and what needs to be cared in the
given culture).
A clear communication process: Considering
the sensitivity of the process, it was decided
in this context to provide necessary, relevant
information gradually than at one go, as
the management wanted to minimize the
unintended consequences.

c)
Structured Performance Review of KMPs and
building a talent pipeline.
NRC had given a direction to the leadership team to
develop a competitive, contemporary performance
review process with a focus on leadership
development and draw lessons from best practices
and develop a dashboard for review.
In the given context, there was a dearth of talent,
and hence it was critical to review the current pool
and ensure external filling in, as envisaged for future
competencies.
One of the interesting learning from the dialogue
with the NRC was the shift in the paradigm: “What
actions are being taken by the leadership to develop
“the high calibre, but non-performers” than taking
an easy way out of moving them out. This focus shift
had helped the leadership to bring in lot of processes
towards building a healthy, transparent, internal
process of elevation, internal competency directory
etc.
i)

Did a complete productivity study across the
company and identified key productivity issues.
Another interesting learning was on clear
focus on productivity and not cost. i.e. the
focus was more on taking corrective actions on
“organisational obesity”. This shift had made
the leadership to draw an action plan with a
timeline of two years. It covered educating the
employees on the situation, clearly involving all
functional heads to identify non-value adding
roles, work, and employees, employees who
9
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can be reskilled to match future needs, and a
VRS dovetailed to productivity, values, and then
cost (on the order of priority and focus).
ii) In the performance appraisal process, the
following changes have been done:
•
A workshop on building a purposeful
performing organisation
•
A rigorous focus of goal setting with key
and critical employees
•
The role and responsibilities of all key and
critical employees have been re-drawn
with a focus on outcome.
•
A periodic, structured feedback process
(initiated with a mid-year process)
•
Automation of these process
•
A structured review of all KMPs by the NRC
and individual feedback to each one of
them.
Though it was proposed to de-link the appraisal
process with the increment and making appraisal
process only as a development tool for growth and
doing away with the principles of annual increment
(but, retaining it for support staff and workmen),
considering the current culture, and the enormous
time and efforts to make it happen, NRC had advised
to shelve this project, for the time being, and take it
up once the existing processes get stabilised.

following aspects into cognizance, while structuring
the compensation plan with a focus on retention of
all key and critical employees.

d) A complete overhaul of compensation aligning
with the organisation’s growth plan.

•

The current compensation and benefit practices of
the company had lot of areas of challenges.
a)
b)

c)

Different compensation structure at different
levels.
The leave rules and other benefits was
creating a huge hole in the overall profitability,
especially with the highly competitive market
environment.
Earlier, the company had not invested in creating
a “talent pool” or structured any competitive
compensation process.

NRC had advised the leadership to take the
10

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Build a concept of “cost to the contribution”
than just “cost to the company”
Reward individual(s) for the willingness and
ability to “save the day,”
Acknowledge the potential short-term nature
of the assignment
Possible lack of an immediate successor to a
specific role (in the current scenario)
Look at it from a long-term shift than a shortterm immediate “packaged solution”.

Some of the best practices in these aspects were:
•
•

•

Multiyear performance periods for long-term
incentives
A regular cadence of equity grants that vest
over time (such as restricted stock), which can
reward executives for long-term share price
growth (if possible, by the company)
A regular internal and external benchmark on
the overall compensation of talent and re-align
the compensation, based on the ability to pay
and the contribution of the individuals. It could
be an increase in basic, long-term incentive
grants, additional retirement benefits, health
benefits going beyond the individual etc.
Stretch goals-based incentives – helping the
talent to add value to the other functions and
learn cross-functional impact.

CONCLUSION
The outcome could be felt after almost three years
of these interventions. Today, most of this company’s
leadership positions are being managed by the then
future leaders.
In the changing times (having its impact on the
planet, people, and profit) and changing dynamics of
doing business, people-related cost is an investment
and not an expense — notably at senior levels
The NRC is an important cog in the wheel of the
corporate “conscientious growth” framework.

While examining practices, it has been found that,
unfortunately, it has, by its own making, relegated
to playing a second fiddle to the Audit Committee
of the Board. Many observable actions indicate the
obsession with compliance of various regulations
and audits is the main reason for such a situation.
The Board and members of NRC have to accept and
appreciate that they have a greater role to play in the
ecosystem of good corporate “conscientious growth”.
The learning from these interventions and various
best practices were:
•

NRC could add value if the Board is ready to
embark on a “Purposeful Performance” journey.

•

NRC must be very pro-active to reach out to the
leadership team.

•

Conduct an annual assessment of the
“ready” and “would be ready” leaders in
key management positions throughout the
organisation.

•

Develop an organization-wide talent matrix,
keeping a futuristic perspective.

•

NRC should influence the Board, positively, to
take necessary corrective actions. Their role, in
principle, would be like a tripartite facilitator
– between the Board, the Leadership and the
talent pool.

•

Fiduciary duties play a vital role in corporate
“conscientious growth” best practices. They
must develop and ensure adherence of policies

on matters such as conflict of interest, business
code of conduct, and whistle blower.
•
NRC should keep a pipeline of potential board
candidates ready to fill board vacancies at a
moment’s notice. The Board should create a
written mandate of the committee’s duties
and expectations. Current standards encourage
separating the CEO and the Board Chair
positions.
•
Institute a talent and contribution-based
compensation decisions: The committee should
establish measurable performance targets and
regularly assess their performance and provide
unbiased feedback and do the review based on
sound compensation policies. A more flexible
approach is required to meet current business
dynamics.
•
People processes should also be part of risk
management mandate, as they are one of
the key “intangible” assets. Aging population,
poor performers, non-productive tasks, etc.
could bring huge business and social risk over a
period.
The mindset of ‘we will cross the bridge when we
come to it’ should be jettisoned forever. The global
best practices indicate a more active involvement
and say by members of NRC in the Board and at
the Leadership levels in building a high performing,
sustainable organisation, and people decisions. It
is an emerging area of Corporate “conscientious
growth”.
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ABSTRACT
In our day-to-day life, we use the term “need” as a specific desired attributes or outcomes. This need vary in
different age groups. If we ask from a child about his/her need, he/ she will say a toy; similarly an adolescent
may say a new branded phone and an adult may need a brand new car. In each of the above cases, the
terms need denotes a particular higher level desire at a particular point of time. So we can undoubtedly
say that that this higher level desire varies from time to time. In continuation of the above line we can
say it gradually attains an upward moving mode, with the desire getting fulfilled with the time. As per
Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of need which he propounded in 1943 in his paper titled “A Theory of Human
Motivation”. The one perspective of the theory describes about the five stages for human subsistence and
satisfaction and the other perspective depicts how it is correlated with the motivation of an individual. But in
these stages as propounded by Abraham Maslow, there is a need which can be termed as core basic needs.
Which exist in every stage of life and we normally denote it with food, clothes and shelter. These needs are
basically a kind of needs associated with the survival. If these needs don’t get fulfilled it creates a situation
of life endangerment. These needs exist with a living being on this planet. As an individual, in persuasion of
higher desire we forget the importance of basic needs in our life. During this Corona pandemic when whole
world is navigating through this tough time. The need of an individual has squeezed to very essential things.
The aim of this research is to understand that whether this crisis has brought down the sphere of need
and if so, at what level? During this crisis what were the things which were treated as essential for them
during this lockdown. Through this research we are aiming to understand and analyze what were the basic
physiological and psychological needs of an individual. We are also aiming to find out the reasons behind
it and its duration.
KEYWORDS
Corona crisis, essential physiological needs, psychological needs, safety needs, social needs
INTRODUCTION
Individual nature is complex. The needs of an individual
is very volatile and varied they are interchangeable
from culture to culture and from time to time. Human
needs are problematic and are a kind of challenge
throughout the world. To do an effective and proper
people management it is necessary to understand
their needs. Once an organization understands the
needs of an individual, then they can develop a
structure which can be utilized to human productivity
through need based system. Many management
12

thinkers have propounded various theories related
to an individual needs and motivation. Some of them
are Douglas Mc Gregor, Herzberg two factor theory,
theory of balance, theory of the concept itself, theory
of attribution and Maslow’s theory of need. In this
research paper we will try to analyze the needs of
an individual both physiological and psychological
through Maslow’s theory of need. Through this
research study we will try to analyze the needs of
an individual in a normal situation and a stressful
situation. The reason for conducting this research

study is to examine the human need system during
this Covid crisis and predicting the future state of an
individual needs. Whether they will continue with
the same set of needs i.e. pre Covid crisis, present
Covid crisis and the post Covid crisis situation or
it will change with the time. Eminent American
Psychologist Abraham Maslow propounded the
Hierarchy of Need Theory. His theory states that
human beings have ascending needs. To fulfill certain
needs he gets motivated and once satisfied the
higher needs originate. So does the above theory
work in any situation of life or during crisis or disaster
it gets blocked or stagnant at a certain level. An effort
has been made to establish a relationship with the
Maslow’s Need Hierarchy and the corona crisis.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A brief look into the past….
Human needs & motivation was and is one of the
most complex issues even for the individual itself
and the organization too. So to understand what
people needs and what motivates them to satisfy
those needs in every walk of life is fundamental
and necessary. Maslow’s model indicates about
fundamental and basic needs and then higher order
needs like safety need, social need, esteem needs.
According to Maslow’s need hierarchy, once a need
is satisfied, it stops acting as a motivator and the
next level need come into existence to motivate. As
a researcher we have to understand which particular
need will motivate an individual at a particular period
of time. Theory on the hierarchy of needs is one of the
oldest theories related to human needs & behaviour.
This is still very much applicable in the present time
too. The theory states that individual have a series of
well defined needs, with a different state of urgency
and can be summarized through a pyramid structure
depicting human needs (Dima I.C. 2008).
Initial Model of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Pyramid
(1943, 1954)
The needs identified by Maslow were basic needs
which were concerned with the survival and health
of an individual. Security need includes physical

safety & economic safety. Social need includes
liking and belongingness towards a group or society.
Esteem need was concerned with the sense of
recognition, praise, and acknowledgement for his
/ her achievements. Self actualization includes
individualism, innovation, risk taking, learning,
freedom and etc. The Maslow’s model portrays
different categories of human needs. So the question
arises whether the model has universality and to
be operational and effective in different Culture &
Nation. Many researchers suggest valuable changes
according to culture, human society and nation but
they never declined about the inner core concept of
the model.
Second Model of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (19691993).
In this model one more factor was added above
the self actualization need which Abraham Maslow
termed as Self Transcendence. A kind of person
who serves people, society beyond self for internal
satisfaction only. The above model which was having
six ascending stages is also known as Maslow’s
“Theory Z Paper”. It reveals that Maslow not clearly
differentiated about the factors of motivation
between self actualization and self transcendence.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The objectives of the above research study will be:
•
•

To understand the impact of corona crisis on
human needs.
To understand the applicability and functionality
of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs during any crisis
or disaster.

RESEARCH METHOD
The study is empirical in nature. Both secondary and
primary data collection methods have been used.
The secondary data collected from various books,
reference Journal, seminar papers and articles. On
the basis of secondary data, hypothesis were formed
and further tested on primary data. The respondents
were selected through snowball sampling method
and the data was collected through Google online
13
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form with the help of structured questionnaire. A
total of 82 questionnaires were filled by respondents.
Table 1: Demographic Details of the Respondents
Demographic Details
1
2

3

Gender
Qualification

Monthly

Variables

%

Male

68

Female

32

Graduate

20

Post Graduate

58

Ph.D/ M.Phil

22

0-10000

63

10000-20000
Income

4
5

Marital Status
Occupation

3

20000-30000

6

30000-40000

8.5

40000-50000

2.5

500000+

17

Married

30

Unmarried

70

Business

1

Government Job

19.5

Home Maker

1

Private Job

10.5

Students

68

HYPOTHESIS FORMATION
H0: There is no impact of corona crisis on individual
needs.
H1:There is an impact of corona crisis on individual
needs.
DATA ANALYSIS
On having telephonic interview with various
respondents, they told that they are mostly thinking
on those factors which are necessary to survive.
Many respondents mentioned that they are not at
all considering any brand factor while purchasing any
necessity articles like food & groceries, medicine and
clothes. They expressed that prior to this disaster
they were very conscious towards the brand of any
product and services. Now a day they are mostly
considering the very basic products and services as
their requirement to survive. They are not making any
plan to have a luxurious car or any exotic food or any
expensive product. Their purchasing behaviour along
with the life style has taken a paradigm shift from
premium brand consumer to a normal consumer

Table 2: Hypothesis Testing Using Chi Square Test
HYPOTHESIS (H0): There is no impact of Corona crisis on individual needs. If the lockdown is extended
further, things in your priority pattern of responses in ranking are same.
Rank

Particulars

Oi

Ei

(Oi-Ei)2

(Oi-Ei)2 /Ei

1

Food

74

44.5

870.25

19.556

2

Medicine

60

44.5

240.25

5.398

3

Social Connectivity

26

44.5

342.25

7.691

4

Job Security

28

44.5

272.25

6.117

5

Clothes

31

44.5

182.25

4.095

6

Shelter

35

44.5

90.25

2.028

7

Future Security

39

44.5

30.25

0.679

8

Others

63

44.5

342.25

7.696
Total= 53.261

Calculated Chi Square = 53.261Tabulated value of Chi square at (n-1) degree of freedom i.e. 7 degree of
freedom at 5% level of significance= 14.1
Since Calculated value of Chi Square test is > Table value of Chi Square test.
H0 (null hypothesis) is not accepted. Hence the H1 (alternative hypothesis) is accepted.
So we can say that the there is an impact of Corona crisis on individual needs. The individuals have shrunk
their needs.
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Table 3: Data Interpretation & Analysis: Findings
%RESPONDENTS

1. What needful food items you think should be available(Choose any Three)
Normal Staple food

98.78

Vegetables & fruits

98.78

Dairy products

89.02

Meat products

6.09

Special Cuisine

3.65

Exotic foods

1.21

2.What necessary clothing items should be available
Pair of Normal Clothes

76.82

Pair of Branded Clothes

3.65

A Complete Collection of all Kinds of Outfits.

19.51

3. What are the essential requirements during lockdown (Any Four)
Normal Staple Foods

98.78

Medical Facility

95.12

Sufficient Clothes

36.58

Shelter

25.60

Soap & Detergents

58.53

Meat Products

6.09

Exotic Foods

1.21

Mobile Phone Service

71.95

4. Did you plan to buy a New Car/ House/ Jewellery
Yes

97.56

No

2.43

Can’t Say

0

5.Are you in a state of fear
Yes

65.85

No

26.82

Can’t Say

7.31

6. Reason behind such fear
Career

35.36

Job Security

6.09

Family Security

53.65

Future of your Business

4.87

7. Did you ever felt to meet your friends/family/ colleagues in this lockdown
Yes

75.60

No

24.39
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who is mainly focusing on basic products.
The respondents’ behaviour changed, aspirations has
taken a different shift,as the pandemic has given a
new insight that the need hierarchy exists under the
normal conditions when all the respective factors are
in a specified manner. The factors which impact the
need hierarchy are legal, technological, economical,
social, environmental and political. Any effect on
these factors impacts the need hierarchy too. The
need hierarchy of an individual gets impacted due
to change the factors. It may grow or come down or
may get saturated at any level.
CONCLUSION
The Maslow theory identify that the people use
the hierarchy of need pyramid for their needs and
satisfaction. During this Corona pandemic when
whole world is navigating through this tough time.
The need of an individual has squeezed to very
essential things. The individuals needs is now stick to
only basic needs and little bit of psychological needs.
We can say that the model propounded by Abraham
Maslow does seize to exist fully during any disaster
or pandemic. The individuals don’t desire to achieve
beyond basic needs and psychological needs. This
research showed that in spite of having sufficient
resources for achievement of higher level needs, the
individuals didn’t show any interest. They stick to
their basic need and little bit of psychological needs.
This research needs to be carried further for having
more insight towards the approach of an individual in
achieving his needs during any pandemic like corona
crisis. The pandemic has brought the individuals to
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think about only his or her basic and psychological
needs.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper has been to analyse the possible effect of Employees’ Demographic Factors (Gender,
Age and Educational Qualification) on their Work Related Behaviour in Service industry. One hundred and fifty
employees have been taken as the sample of the present study. Work Related Behaviour i.e. Willingness to
Contribute and Willingness to Continue have been measured by administering the Standardized Employees’
Reaction Questionnaire to each of the employee. In addition, the employees’ demographic details have been
obtained by administering Demographic Questionnaire. The result of the present study seems to suggest
that in a Service industry, Employees’ Willingness to Contribute in organisation get influenced by their
Educational Qualification. Post Graduate employees are more willing to contribute compared to graduate
employees. Willingness of Employees to Continue in same organisation gets influenced by their gender, age
and educational Qualification. Female, Senior and Post Graduate employees are more intended to be in the
same organisation for long compared to their counterpart. The research, in this paper, is part of a broader
study which investigates the influence of several organizational behaviour related variables.
KEYWORDS
Service industry, Employees’ willingness to Contribute, employees’ willingness to continue, Employees’
Demographic Factors
INTRODUCTION
Service Industry is one of the most important industries
in the economy of any country. With globalization,
the importance and purview of service Industry has
increased in multiple extents. In that backdrop, Human
Resource of any organisation has become most crucial
asset of the organsiation as it gives the organisation
edge over other organisations by providing sustainable
competitive advantage.
As the Work related behaviour of the employees is
crucial for an organisation, the factors that affect the
Work related behaviour of the employee become
equally crucial. The way an employee thinks or behave
in an organisation is to a significant extent is the
reflection of his demographic characteristics along with
other factors.
Keeping the view of the advancement of the Service

industry along with the growth of economy, in this study,
we will explore the effect of Employees’ Demographic
Factors such as Gender, Age, Education on his Work
related Behaviour.
Literature Survey
To understand the impact of employees’ demographic
factors on their Work related behaviour some previous
research papers on this topic have been explored.
Abdulrahamon, Toyin and Adeola (2018) in a study on 891
employees from various private and public organisation
showed that gender and age have significant impact
on employee’s job performance. Kónya, Matić and
Pavlović (2016) showed that employees’ gender has
no impact on their organisational performance. Other
demographic characteristics have minimal effect on
organisational performance.
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Rehman, Ullah and Abrar-ul-ha (2015), in their study
on 396 Senior and mid-level employees of banking
sector of Pakistan showed that Employees’ gender, age
and education have direct relation with employees’
performance in organisation.
Objectives of the present paper
Primary purpose of the present research paper has been
to analyse possible impact of employees’ demographic
factors i.e. Gender, Age and Educational Qualification
on their Work Related Behavior, viz. their willingness to
contribute for achievement of organization’s goal and
willingness to continue in same organisation. Efforts
have also been made to measure the impact in Service
industries in and around Kolkata.
More specifically, attempts were made:
•
•

To determine the gender, age and educational
qualification of employees.
Analyse the possible impact of Employees’
Gender, Age and Educational Qualification on
Willingness of Employees to Contribute and
Willingness to Continue in same organisation in
Service industry

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Employees’ Gender has no effect on willingness
of the employees to continue.
Employees’ Age has no effect on willingness of
the employees to contribute.
Employees’ Age has no effect on willingness of
the employees to continue.
Employees’ Educational Qualification has
no effect on willingness of the employees to
contribute.
Employees’ Educational Qualification has
no effect on willingness of the employees to
continue.

METHOD
Sample
One hundred fifty employees from Service industry
have been taken as the sample of the present study.
Gender

Male (%)
56

Female (%)
44

Figure 1: Distribution of Gender among employees

Operational Definitions
•
•
•

•

•

Employeeis someone who has been hired by an
employer for a particular job.
Service Industryis defined as the industry that
provides service rather than tangible goods.
Employee Satisfaction is measure of how
satisfied the employees are with their job role
and work culture.
Employees’ Willingness to Contribute has been
defined as the employees’ wish and effort to
contribute significantly in the achievement of
organization’s goal.
Employees’ Willingness to Continue has been
defined as the employees’ wish to be the part
of the organization for longer period of time.

Hypotheses of the Present Study
1.

Employees’ Gender has no effect on willingness
of the employees to contribute.
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Age

Junior (%)
(=<40 year)
62

Senior (%)
(>40 year)
38

Figure 2: Distribution of Gender among employees

Demographic Factors and .....
Post Graduate (%)
42

Figure 3: Distribution of Educational Qualification
among employees

FINDINGS
• Objective was to determine whether Employees’
Gender has any effect on Willingness of Employees to
Contribute in fulfillment of organisation’s goal.
Hypothesis: Employees’ Gender has no effect on
Willingness of Employees to Contribute.
Null Hypothesis:μ = Employees’ Gender has no effect on
Willingness of Employees to Contribute.
Alternative Hypothesis: μ = Employees’ Gender has
effect on Willingness of Employees to Contribute.
Table 1: ANOVA showing the Effect of Employees’
Gender on their Willingness to Contribute in the
Oganisation

Tools
The Demographic Factor of employees have been
measured by administering the Demographic
Questionnaire individually to each of the employee
chosen for the study. In addition, the Employees’
Willingness to Contribute and Willingness to Continue
were obtained from the response to the Standardized
Employees’ Reaction Questionnaire.
Method of Data Collection
Demographic Questionnaire has been administered to
obtain the details about Employees’ Gender, Age and
Educational Qualification.
Standardized Employees’ Reaction Questionnaire
have been administered to measure employees ‘Work
Related Behaviouri.e Willingness to Contribute and
Willingness to Continue.
Data Analysis
Employees’ Willingness to Contribute & Continue have
been obtained by averaging the master score of the
responses of the employee to Standardized Employees’
Reaction Questionnaire.
The data in this research have been analyzed using
SPSS statistics software. Analyzes include reliability of
checks (Cronbach’s alpha), ANOVA, Pearson Product
Moment Correlations and descriptive statistics. Value
of Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.876, which established the
reliability of the questionnaire.

Employees’

Sum of Df
Sq

Mean F
Sq

Willingness Between
to contrib- Groups
ute
Within
Groups

0.25

.025

1

64.798 148

Sig

.057 .811

.438

N.B:- sq-> Square

As it is indicated in Table-1, p > 0.05.
So, by rejecting Alternative Hypothesis it can be said
that Employees’ Gender has no impact on Employees’
Willingness to Contribute.
Table 2: Pearson Product Moment Correlations
Coefficient between Employees’ Gender and their
Willingness to Contribute in organization
Employees’

r

Sig

Willingness to contribute

-.020

.811

From Table-2 it can be seen that, Employees’ Gender is
inversely and non-significantly related to the Employees’
Willingness to Contribute.
• Objective was to determine whether Employees’
Gender has any effect on Willingness of Employees to
Continue in same organisation.
Hypothesis: Employees’ Gender has no effect on
Willingness of Employees to Continue.
NULL Hypothesis: : μ = Employees’ Gender has no effect
on Willingness of Employees to Continue.
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Alternative Hypothesis: : μ = Employees’ Gender has
effect on Willingness of Employees to Continue
Table 3: ANOVA showing the Effect of Employees’
Gender on their Willingnessto Continue in the same
organisation
Employees’

Sum of
Sq

Willingness Between
to continue Groups

2.550

Within
Groups

Df

Mean
Sq

1

F

Sig

2.550 4.345* .039

96.846 148 .587

Employees’

Sum of
Sq

Willingness Between
to contrib- Groups
ute
Within
Groups

.187

Df
1

Mean
Sq
.187

F

Sig

.427

.514

64.636 148 .437

N.B:- * sq-> Square

As is indicated in Table-5, p > 0.05.

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level sq-> Square

As it is indicated in Table-3, p < 0.05.
So, by accepting Alternative Hypothesis it can be said
that Employees’ Gender has effect on Willingness of
Employees to be in same organisation.
Table 4: Pearson Product Moment Correlations
Coefficient between Employees’ Gender and
Willingness of the Employees to Continue in same
organization
Employees’

r

Sig

Willingness to continue

.169*

.039

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

From Table-4 it can be seen that, Employees’ Gender
is directly and significantly related to Willingness of
Employees to Continue in same organistion. The result
indicates that female employees are more likely to be in
same organisation.
[Note: For data analysis male employees have been
marked as ‘1’ and female employees have been marked
as ‘2’.]
• Objective was to determine whether Employees’ Age
has any effect on Willingness of Employees to Contribute
in fulfillment of organisation’s goal.
Hypothesis: Employees’ Age has no effect on Willingness
of Employees to Contribute.
NULL hypothesis: : μ = Employees’ Age has no effect
on Willingness of Employees to Contribute. Alternative
Hypothesis: : μ = Employees’ Age has effect on
Willingness of Employees to Contribute.
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Table 5: ANOVA showing the Effect of Employees’
Age on Their Willingness to Contribute in the
organisation

So, by rejecting Alternative Hypothesis it can be said
that Employees’ Age has no impact on Employees’
Willingness to Contribute.
Table 6: Pearson Product Moment Correlations
Coefficient between Employees’ Age and Their
Willingness to Contribute
Employees’

r

Willingness to contribute

-.054

Sig
.514

From Table-6 it can be seen that, Employees’ Age is
inversely and non-significantly related to the Employees’
Willingness to Contribute.
• Objective was to determine whether Employees’ Age
has any effect on Willingness of Employees to Continue
in the same organisation.
Hypothesis: Employees’ Age has no effect on Willingness
of Employees to Continue.
NULL Hypothesis: μ = Employees’ Age has no effect on
Willingness of Employees to Continue.
Alternative Hypothesis:μ = Employees’ Age has effect
on Willingness of Employees to Continue.
Table 7: ANOVA showing the Effect of Employees’
Age on Willingness of Employees to Continue in the
same organization
Employees’

Sum of
Sq

Willingness Between
to continue Groups

3.543

Within
Groups

Df
1

Mean
Sq

F

Sig

3.543 6.107* .015

85.852 148 .580

Demographic Factors and .....

As it is indicated in Table-7, p < 0.05. So, by accepting
Alternative Hypothesis it can be said that Employees’
Age has impact on Employees’ Willingness to Continue.
Table 8: Pearson Product Moment Correlations
Coefficient between Employees’ Age and their
Willingness to Continue in the same organization
Employees’

r

Willingness to continue

.199*

Sig
.015

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

So, by accepting Alternative Hypothesis it can be said
that Employees’ Educational Qualification has impact
on employees’ willingness to contribute.
Table 10: Pearson Product Moment Correlations
Coefficient between Employees’ Educational
Qualification and their Willingness to Contribute in
the organization
Employees’

r

Willingness to continue

Sig

.301**

.000

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

From Table-8, it can be seen that Employees’ Age
is directly and significantly related to Willingness of
Employees to Continue, which indicates that senior
employees are more likely to be in the same organisation.

From Table-10, it is seen that Employees’ Educational
Qualification is directly and significantly related to
Willingness of Employees to Contribute, which indicates
that Post Graduate employees intend more to contribute
in organisation.

• Objective was to determine whether Employees’
Educational Qualification has any effect on Willingness of
Employees to Contribute in fulfillment of organisation’s
goal.

• Objective was to determine whether Employees’
Educational Qualification has any effect on Willingness
of Employees to Continue in same organisation

Hypothesis: Employees’ Educational Qualification has
no effect on Willingness of Employees to Contribute

Hypothesis: Employees’ Educational Qualification has
no effect on Willingness of Employees to Continue

NULL hypothesis: : μ = Employees’ Educational
Qualification has no effect on Willingness of Employees
to Contribute

NULL hypothesis: μ = Employees’ Educational
Qualification has no effect on Willingness of Employees
to Continue

Alternative Hypothesis: : μ = Employees’ Educational
Qualification has effect on Willingness of Employees to
Contribute

Alternative Hypothesis: μ = Employees’ Educational
Qualification has effect on Willingness of Employees to
Continue

Table 9: ANOVA showing the Effect of Employees’
Education on their Willingness to Contribute in
organization

Table 11: ANOVA- showing the Effect of Employees’
Educational Qualification on Willingness of
Employees to Continue in the same organization

Sum of
Sq

Df

Mean
Sq

F

Sig

Employees’

Between
Groups

5.884

1

5.884

14.766**

.000

Willingness
to continue

Within
Groups

58.939

148

.398

Employees’
Willingness
to continue

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level sq-> Square

As it is indicated in Table-9, p < 0.01.

Sum of
Sq

Df

Mean
Sq

F

Sig

11.627**

.001

Between 6.511
Groups

1

6.511

Within
Groups

148

.560

82.884

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level sq-> Square

As it is indicated in Table-11, p < 0.01.
So, by accepting Alternative Hypothesis it can be said
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that Employees’ Educational Qualification has impact
on Employees’ Willingness to Continue.
Table 12: Pearson Product Moment Correlations
Coefficient between Employees’ Age and their
Willingness to Continue in the same organization
Employees’

r

Willingness to continue

.270**

Sig
.001

N.B:- * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

Qualification and Years of Experience on Accountants’
Job Performance.Journal of Accounting and Financial
Management, ISSN 2504-8856, 4 (1), 32-44.
Kónya, V., Matić D. & Pavlović J. (2016). The
Influence of Demographics, Job Characteristics
and Characteristics of Organizations on Employee
Commitment. Acta Polytechnica Hungarica, 13(3),
119-138.

From Table 12, it is seen that Employees’ Educational
Qualification is directly and significantly related to the
Employees’ Willingness to Contribute, which indicates
that Post Graduate employees are more likely to be in
same organisation.

Luthans, Fred (2005). Organizational Behavior (10th
Edition). McGraw-Hill.

CONCLUSION

Rehman, A. U., Ullah M. I. & Muhammad A. U. H.
(2015). The Influence of Individual Characteristics
on Organization Performance and Job Satisfaction”,
International Journal of Scientific and Research
Publications, 5(2), ISSN 2250-3153

The results of the present study (Table-1 to Table-12)
seem to suggest that in a Service industry, Employees
willingness to Contribute in the organisation get
influenced by their educational qualification. Post
graduate employees are more willing to contribute
compared to graduate employees.
Willingness of Employees to Continue in the same
organisation gets influenced by their Gender, Age and
Education, Female, Senior and post graduate employees
are more likely to be in same organisation for long time
compared to their counterpart.
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ABSTRACT
This case resolves around Walplast Products Pvt Ltd, a certified Indian multinational company. It is one of
the largest and leading manufacturers of building construction material products in India. Established in
the year 2004, Walplast has six manufacturing plants with well-equipped R&D laboratories comparable
to the world International standards with full equipment and high end technology machines for its testing
process. With a philosophy of nurturing business relations and promising mutual growth, the company hold
commanding position in India and is already exporting to countries like UAE, Africa, Singapore, Europe,
Nepal and so on. This case exhibits how well-planned leadership development strategies at Walplast are
ensuring their employees’ overall development to contribute to their personal development as well as to
the organization as a whole. During Covid-19 they continued the employee leadership club and various
program.
KEYWORDS
Development strategies, Leadership, Personal development, Training and Development
INTRODUCTION
Walplast Products Pvt. Ltd, an ISO 9001:2008 certified
Indian multinational company and one of the largest
and leading manufacturers of building construction
material products in India.
Established in year 2004, the company has six
manufacturing facilities strategically located in all the
four corners of India along with well-equipped R&D
laboratories. All the products produced, are tested as
per parameters specified by Singapore housing board
and company also follow European and American
standard for testing.
Their Philosophy of nurturing business relations
and promising mutual growth, the company holds
commanding position in India and is already exporting
and marking its products presence in countries like
UAE, Africa, Singapore, Europe, Nepal, etc.

“We exist because of our customers”, says Kaushal
Mehta, Managing Director of Walplast Products Pvt.
Ltd.
Mr. Ashok Mehta, Founder and Chairman, Walplast,
could visualize at an early stage that he needs to
be close to his customers and serve them well to
accomplish his dream of striking a balance between
affordable prices, without compromising on the
quality of the product.
This vision of the organization’s founders helped
Walplast to develop such products that help the
construction industries all over the world by giving
them -Trust, Credibility, Quality and Services.
The organizations aims at providing complete
solutions to the building construction industry with
a full range of allied products like Premium Wall
Putty, Primabond, Block Jointing Mortars, Ready23
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mix plaster, Crack Fillers, Tile Adhesives, Plato Proof,
Quick Bond, Masterplast, Texture Gypsum Plasters
and Cement-based Color Wall Puttys.
Ashok Mehta strongly believes in adding value to
the products and his end users. He aims to become
a 1 million ton producing and selling organization by
the year 2022. To chieve this challenging goal, his
son, Kaushal Mehta, Managing Director, Walplast, is
determined to establish Walplast in every town, city
and state of the country.
“Whatever we aspire whatever we do is for the value
addition of our customers. Their satisfaction is our
benefit. With such strong beliefs and a basket full of
products Walplast is strongly and successfully moving
towards changing the phase of the construction
industry. Our dream of being the most trusted
Indian company and changing the phase of growing
construction industry worldwide by creating value to
all thus growing phenomenally has been realized.”
Walplast has been has been devoted to conducting
a strategy that combines industrial proficiency with
performance, appreciation for employees, local
cultures, value creation, environmental protection
and the conservation of natural resources and energy.
To progress building and construction materials.

our people and nurturing them for a better future”,
says Walplast’s Managing Director, Kaushal Mehta. To
work towards this noble initiative, Walplast launched
the Department of Training and Development 2017.
The T&D department at Walplast thus constantly
focuses to research and develop innovative and pathbreaking concepts on which their employees can be
coached thereby ensuring their overall development
to contribute to their personal development as well
as to the organization as a whole.
They developed a Learning Glide path which is majorly
divided into Technical- Non-Technical as well as SkillWill based Theories, has been highly instrumental
in shaping up the performing capability of over 200
employees and close to 23 Training and Development
Programs have been conducted which include:
Training is known to be acquisition of skills and
knowledge, and the competencies. It sets definite
goals of improving one’s knowledge, their capacity,
skills, capability, their productivity and performance.
(Ganesh M, 2015).

Training & Development @ Walplast

Training is considered to be an effective investment
that is necessary in an organization. Both technical
training and behavioral training is required for
employees in an organization and that’s exactly what
Walplast understood and started working upon.

“We firmly believe in employees as our kin as well as
a prime reason for our success in the industry. The
foundation of our value system rests on empathizing

To make training more effective, an organization
requires to look at those training & development is
associated with the particular department managers

Table 1: List of Training & Development Programs
Conflict Management
EL Power Personality
Drychem Sales

Communication Skills
Email Writing
Creating a PPT

Success Talkies
How to Manage a Team, Situational Leadership
EL-Project Management

Creating an Excel
Team Building
GST
How to pitch
Invoice Detailing

Time Management
Product Training
TDS
Negotiation Skills

Working out of My way
Supply chain management
Compliance training
Advanced Excel

Source: HR Data for Training
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should first motivate employees to learn acquire new
skills & knowledge.
Let’s understand the importance of Learning and
Development more through the value chain of
learning.
Figure 1: The Value Chain of Learning

Source:
https://www.digitalhrtech.com/learningand-development/
Identifying learning goal requires one to analyze
where the organization aims to lead and what skills
are missing to get there. The value chain of learning
aids this process. This process happens in three parts:
Organizational Analysis, Competency Analysis and
Personal Analysis. There three analysis can be used to
specify the training goals. However, it is important to
ensure that there is support and sponsorship within
the organization for this initiative.
This approach has helped Wallets frame their
Learning strategy and ensure employee engagement,
growth and employee satisfaction.
A ROAD TO DEVELOPMENT
“Focus on high potentials and accelerate their
development to take up leadership positions in
future” is the objective of Emerging Leaders Club,
which is an elite club which is built to nurture next
generation leaders and was established to give a
leadership edge to employees at in the organization
at Wallets Products.
The founders of the company strongly believe that the
foundation of the value system at Walplast Products
rests on empathizing their employees and nurturing
them for a better future and that their employees are
a prime reason for their success in the industry, and
hence, the Department of Training and Development
was launched in 2017.

Corporates have increased their attention towards
employee development and hence, corporate
entrepreneurship is gaining ground, enabling the
organization to make a shift to innovation and
entrepreneurial orientation. Implementation of such
corporate entrepreneurship strategies depends on
a work environment that nourishes innovations and
collaboration among organization’s members(Hela
Chebbi, 2019) and that is what the Training &
Development Department at Walplast Products
constantly focus on. They have researched on and
developed innovative and path-breaking concepts
on which the employees of the organization can be
coached thereby ensuring their overall development.
While the T&D department works on the strategies
that will increase the effectiveness of the training, the
HR closely partners with business in understanding
the business needs and designing learning programs
for achieving specific business outcomes. The
programs are a combination of 70-20-10; wherein
70% programs are designed for on the job training,
coaching and mentoring, 20% programs are designed
for classroom based programs and 10% programs
are designed for self-learning programs. T&D is not
a onetime activity, but a series of combination of
programs designed at Kirk Patrick Level 3
The department has majorly divided the Learning
Glide Path into Technical, Non-Technical as well as Skillbased theories which has been highly instrumental in
shaping up the performance capability of the wider
learner group.
Figure 2: Framework of Development

Source: Training and Development
Framework at Walplast Products Pvt. Ltd.
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The Training and Development Program at Walplast
focuses on overall development of their employees
which in-turn helps the organization achieve its
objectives.
As seen in the above framework, the process
begins by analyzing employees’ competencies
and organizational and operational requirements.
The Emerging Leaders (EL) Club is where all these
competencies and objectives are polished. The
Emerging Leaders (EL) Club is a group of talented
resources who have the ability to step up into the
leadership role. Membership of EL club not just gives
recognition to the employee as a top performer but
also ensures an accelerated career growth.

can apply. Similarly, another employee who has
joined on 8th Feb 2016 has completed 2 year 2
months and can apply.
b) 6 months as on 31st March 2018. For Example:
An employee who has joined on 15th June
2017 has completed 9 months and can apply.
Similarly, another employee who has joined on
1st October 2017 has completed 6 months and
can apply.
To get nominated by the manager, the employee
should fulfill any of the below-mentioned criteria.
Figure 3: Eligibility & Criteria

Through EL Club, members participate in critical
projects of the organization, attend various external
seminars, up skill themselves through certification
programs and also impart knowledge sessions to
other employees.
The club focuses on high potentials and accelerates
their development to take up leadership positions in
the future. This program is applicable for Officer to
Manager Level.
The Training and Development department in the
organization is committed to the overall development
of our workforce. With a focussed approach, we
develop special Trainings and Activities for EL Club
which is the Club of performers in our organization.
A close to a group of 34 EL Members are trained on
various important Training Concepts and Personality
Development areas which enables them to perform
well and grow faster.
Mentorship Program is a structured 3 months learning
program wherein employee get opportunity to work
on important projects and develop their skills and
knowledge.
This club is designed for different level employees
who have completed:
a)

1 year as on 31st March 2018.
For Example: An employee who has joined on
4th Feb 2017 has completed 1 year 1 month and
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Table 1: Eligibility & Criteria
Criteria:
1. Quality
– Topmost
priority

Considers quality a priority over simply
getting things done.

2. Proactive

Is self-directed, self-motivated and self-initiated new assignments and challenges.
Steps into the leadership role when needed.

3. On time
delivery

Going out of the way to complete their
work on time and with proficiency.

4. Follow
Through

Follow up with relevant departments to
ensure work gets completed on time.

5. Customer
satisfaction

Customer are considered to be more important and their problems are resolved in
the due time.

Emerging Leadership Training .....
Selection Process

Figure 4: Criteria for Retention of Club Membership

1.

Presentation - Nominee has to give a presentation
focusing on individual achievements and their
contribution to team achievements.

2.

Interview - Based on the presentation, the
interview will be conducted.

Section - I

The Selection Process involves:

Program outline
The program duration is of 1 year and ends on 31st
March of every year. This 1 year is divided into 4
Quarters. During this 1 year, the program course will
be as follows
1. Quarterly Project: Members will be given
department specific quarterly projects which
will be reviewed at the end of the quarter.
2.

3.

Individual Performance: Along with the above,
the members have to ensure the overall
performance is maintained.
Training: Members will undergo training
programs which will provide a learning platform
and exposure to enhance skill sets. On successful
completion of these trainings the member gets
certified.

Quarterly schemes: Members also get a chance to
win exciting prizes associated with the quarterly
schemes.
Membership Retention
The basic idea of the EL Club is to develop leaders
through various training and other activities which
will enhance their skills and help them to move ahead
on the career ladder. Every quarter these members
will get an opening score of 10. During the course,
every activity/project will carry a specific score. At
the end of the year, based on the score, only top 80%
will qualify to retain the membership. The retention
of the Club membership will depend on following
factors:

Rewards & Recognition
Members receive a “Certificate of Achievement” on
completion of 1 year. Members will also get a Onetime bonus on successful completion of 2 continuous
years in the program.
Employee view on Training and Development
Training is committed to knowledge up scaling
and capability development of every employee in
organization. All employees are issued a Learning
Passport wherein they record their key learnings of a
program and these learnings are revisited periodically
by the employees thus creating a self-run learning
ecosystem.
CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge that the T&D department faced
was optimizing the learning and training strategies
that would exist considering the different level of
employees involved. A 360 degree research and study
on all the factors involved in the implementation
phase required a huge investment and time.
Planning and implementing all these effective
strategies was not easy for Walplast. The founders
along with the HR and every member of the T&D
department have worked hard to implement these
strategies and make this entire experience a fun
learning program which helps the employees gain
knowledge holistically.
27
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The vision of the founders and the T&D team
members realized and studied all the loop-holes to
present strategies that were effective.
CONCLUSION
The organization has thoughtfully designed a program
which develop the careeremployee’s advancement
of employees and also the company to set and
achieve new goals. Fact of observation, Walplast,
which emphasis on training and development of
their employees have led to benefit the employees
and the organization. Training and Development
Framework has helped employees to continue with
their development programs amidst this pandemic
hence proving the flexibility and accuracy of model.
At the end, this is what the Training and Development
department has aimed to achieve. Their systematic
training and development program has motivate
employees to perform and commitment toward the
organization. An efficient and organized development
program with supportive management vision has
significantly assisted the company to retain the
most valued human resource, especially those who
have a number of experience in the organization.
Walplast has been able timely evaluate the success of
employee training and development program even in
this pandemic situation and they are keen to develop
it even further.
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ABSTRACT
Employee Engagement deals with the attachment and detachment of self in a role. In an organization
there are many factors which influence the employee engagement. In this paper an empirical test has been
done to identify the factors which influence employee engagement. Both primary and secondary data were
taken in this paper. Hundred samples were choosen for the study. The factors which influence employee
engagement are Autonomy, salary, employee safety, work life balance and decision making.
KEYWORDS
Employee Engagement, Salary, Employee safety, Autonomy and Decision making
INTRODUCTION
In an organization all employee will be contributing
for the development of the organization. Some
employees will be motivated, satisfied and engaged
in the work. Some employees will be not satisfied
(disengaged) in the work. They also do the work. But
the contribution of the engaged employees towards
work will be more, making huge contribution to
productivity of the organization. Let’s have some
clarity about the word employee engagement by
understanding different definitions.
Employee Engagement is measured with the help
of attachment an employee has towards job that
is positive or negative emotional attachment. The
employee with high positive emotional attachment
will lead to willingness to learn and perform in work.
They influence positive vibes to colleagues and
organization.(According to Scarlett Surveys)
The concept of employee engagement becomes
more popular by the book which was published by
the Gallup Organization, First Break All the Rules. In
this book they give more importance to passion. The
employees who work with passion. They are able to
connect with company easily and take company to
next level. So they connect employee engagement
with passion.

William H. Kahn the father of employee engagement
has given the definition of employee engagement
by keeping in body and mind. The three major
components which are used to express employee
engagement are physical, cognitive and emotional.
According to Hay group, the evolution of employee
engagement occurred in the following steps:
•
70’s – Satisfaction
•
80’s – Commitment
•
90’s – Engagement
After 90‘s, the concept of employee engagement has
become more popular. The concept of LPG started to
flourish in India. After that we see everywhere the
competition becoming more and higher in the both
public and private the sectors of the economy.
The postal department in India was introduced
by Dalhousie in 1837. After that we see lots of
development in the postal department. The postal
department is the subsidiary body of Ministry of
Communications. for all types of communication
Indian people depended only on post office. After
1990 the LPG gave different types of options for the
customer for communication. The telephone and
mobile phone change the customer dependency .the
letter writing trends. The technology played a vital
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role on making in changing the method of working.
All the departments started blinding the technology
with work. After the LPG and impact of technology
has posed many challenges on the both public and
private sectors companies. One of the areas which
needs to be given more importance is employee
engagement. So postal department was chosen for
study to identify the factors influencing employee
engagement.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
According to Mann & Harter (2016), the engagement
crisis has spread worldwide. To increase employee
engagement, assimilate and human capital strategy.
Using scientific method to measure employee
engagement, giving more priority to present day
requirements and integrating the future with
engagement initiatives are means to improve
engagement.
Spain & Groysbersg (2016) laid more focus on exit
interviews. The exit interview becomes source of
information. By doing proper face to face interview
more than two times for single employee the company
can get to know about the real reason for exit from
the company. Based on the information provided by
employees if policies and programs are framed there
would be reduction in attrition and improvement in
engagement.
Amitha & Cardoza (2015) studied employee
engagement in MESCOM, an electrical company
in Mangalore City. The authors used 50 stratified
random samples for the study. It was found that
performance evaluations were fair and appropriate,
commission is given based on their performance,
neutral opportunity is provided to the employees
to participate in the goal setting process, and
workers are treated fairly regardless of their gender,
age, religion and designation at MESCOM. So it is
recommended that employees are provided to be
part of goal setting team .so that they feel committed
and work even better which in turn leads to more
employee engagement.
Baligaet al. (2015) studied the reasons for attrition
among lower level employees and
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employee engagement using 25 random elements
from Mangaluru City. Results revealed that reasons
for leaving the job included desire for better salary,
inflexible work time, and other job opportunities.
Strategies which could reduce attrition were found
to be pay package, pleasant working environment,
chance for career development, adequate
remuneration /salary package and good superioremployee relation. To reduce attrition, employee
engagement must be improved.
Objective of the Study
To identify the factors influencing employee
engagement.
Hypothesis:
H1

H0: There is no significant relationship between
the factors considered with reference to
employee engagement.
H1: There is a significant relationship between
the factors considered with reference to
employee engagement.

METHOD
Both qualitative and quantitative method was used
in the paper. The dependent variable is Employee
engagement. Independent variable were Thirty seven
attributes were taken into the studies.
Data collection method: Both the primary and
secondary data are used in the paper.
Research Design
The descriptive method with the help of survey
method was used. Descriptive method helps in
explaining the behavior, characteristics of target
population clearly. So Descriptive method was
applied.
Sample
Non parametric. That is convenience sampling was
used for the study.

Factors Influencing Employee .....
Sampling unit means the target population chosen.
Postal department employees in Mysore were the
sampling units used in this study.
Sample Size
The sample size helps the researcher to fulfill the basic
requirement like competence, representativeness,
dependability and flexibility for the researcher to
carry out the research work. Hundred employees
from postal department from Mysuru district of
Karnataka. Study population consisted of postal
department employees the following levels are entry
Level, Middle Level and Top level.
To check the reliability of the questionnaire the
Cronbach’s Alpha test was conducted. The value was
0.962, which is highly reliability.
The factor analysis was run by using SPSS software. In
the Component Analysis table 37 items were taken.
Only 6 factors had Eigen value of more than 1. The
total variance explained by 6 factors was 94%.

Table 2: Showing the Correlation between
Influencing Factors and Employee Engagement
Sl No
1
2
3
4
5
6
•

•

•

Table 1: Factor Naming
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Factors
Autonomy
Salary
Directors
Work life Balance
Decision making
Job security

•

Source: Primary Data.
H2

H0: There is no significant relationship
between the factors considered with reference to employee engagement.
H2: There is a significant relationship between the factors considered with reference to employee engagement.

•

Factors
Autonomy
Salary
Directors
Work life
Balance
Decision
making
Job security

Employee Engagement
.675**
.673**
.883**
.649**

P – value
.000
.000
.000
.000

.599

.000

.953**

.000

There was significantly positive correlation
between employee engagement and influencing
factors – Autonomy at 0.05 level.
There was positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factor,
Salary, r = .673**and since P = 0.00 < 0.05, the
test was significant at 0.05 level, that is, there
was significantly positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factor,
Salary at 0.05 levels.
There was positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factor,
Directors, r = .883**and since P = 0.00 < 0.05, the
test was significant at 0.05 level, that is, there
was significantly positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factors
Directors at 0.05 level.
There was positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factor
- work life balance, r = .649** and since P
= 0.00 < 0.05, the test was significant at 0.05
level, that is, there was significantly positive
correlation between employee engagement
and influencing factor,work life balance at 0.05
level.
There was positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factor
-decision making, r = .599* and since P = 0.00 <
0.05, the test was significant at 0.05 levels, that
is, there was significantlypositive correlation
between employee engagement and influencing
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•

factor, decision making at 0.05 level.
There was positive correlation between
employee engagement and influencing factor
- job security , r = .953** and since P = 0.00 <
0.05, the test was significant at 0.05 levels, that
is, there was significantly positive correlation
between employee engagement and influencing
factor,job security at 0.05 level.

All
The six factors taken for the study had positive
correlation with employee engagement and r was
significant at 0.05 level. So, the Null hypothesis is not
accepted.
CONCLUSION
Theautonomy given by the employer to employees
makes them to execute their job more peacefully. So
this makes them to be more engaged in the work.
Employees of postal department are more satisfied
with Salary, which keeps them engaged.
The directors or higher authority has more flexibility
in working.
Work life balance in postal department jobs is more
flexible. They are not having shift so they are able to
balance the family and work. The central government
also gives ample amounts of leaves and holidays.
Decision making is always in hierarchy process. So
most of the decisions taken are by higher authority
is followed. Less time is spent on decision making for
employees.

than private sector. If the postal department focus
more on Research and development and innovation
will lead to more productivity and competitiveness in
the economy.
Scope for Future Research
Factors influencing employee engagement in various
sectors like manufacturing, retail and other service
sectors can be carried.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to report the experience and insights of an online one week National Level
Faculty Development Programme in Research Methodology. Both online and offline methods of instruction
had been used. There were 65 teachers of higher education from 16 different states who participated in this
short course. Online classes had been blended with different tasks to be done and reports had been submitted
by the participants to reinforce the learning. Design of this Online Faculty Development Programme was
interactive using digital technology and evaluations have been carried out of each participant. Expectations
of all participants had been asked before online sessions and accordingly different tasks were given during
the six days online session and finally their feedback had been gathered to evaluate the impact of online
teaching with blended learning approach. The evaluation findings indicate positive outcomes for certain
methods of teaching used in this online faculty development programme with blended learning approach.
The result of the study shows that online workshop on Research Methodology subject with some practical
assignments and customized interaction would ensure the better learning and understanding.
KEYWORDS
Pedagogical Engineering, Blended Learning, Pre-workshop Interaction, Expectation Participant, Learning
Activities.
INTRODUCTION
Online teaching and learning is quickly becoming a
common feature of learning environments across all
the sectors of education, especially in the year 2020
in India due to pandemic situation. Many studies
have found that Online teaching and learning failed
to generate desired outcomes of learning and could
not create enhanced learning processes and learning
outcomes. However there are number of imperatives
leading the move to online learning amongst several
educational institutions worldwide. This includes
accessibility, flexibility, cost-effectiveness and
learning quality (Holt & Thompson 1998; Fraser &
Deane 1997; Nunan 1996).

But there are many evidences emerging from
evaluations and explorations of online learning that
helps us to learn that while institutions are pursuing
the specific goals of efficiency and flexibility, many
such courses lack the informed design capable of
providing enhanced learning. In fact, some studies go
so far as to argue that the new technologies are failing
us in this regard (Duschatel, 1997) and sometimes
even acting as impediments to successful learning
(Kearsley, 1998).
Detailed analysis and evaluations of online learning
environments frequently disclose courses that tend
to be electronic versions of the conventional printbased versions from which they have been derived
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(Dehoney & Reeves, 1998). The design of many online
learning environments have been found frequently
to fail to take advantage of the learning opportunities
which the new technologies offer and support. Collis
(1997) suggests proper design and structure of the
course is required. Collis (1997) argues the need
for ‘pedagogical reengineering’, a term she uses
to describe a design process where the learning
environment is completely redesigned to take
intentional advantage of the learning opportunities
which are provided by the new technologies.
Before pandemic situation, in all over the world,
acceptance of blended learning increased with the
advent of new digital technologies. Blended learning
approaches have become increasingly common in
education around the world. These approaches often
involve the use of self-directed learning materials
delivered through a learning management system
(LMS) to supplement face-to-face teaching. Learning
management tools include blogs, quizzes, journals,
online discussions, virtual lectures and activities,
e-portfolios, and feedback.

The advantages of blended learning are increasingly
being recognized; these include the provision of
new learning environments, more opportunities
for learning, less dependence on teachers, the
facilitation of cooperation among students, and the
recognition & reinforcement of students’ efforts (Gil
& Garcia, 2011).
Blended learning fits with the constructivist approach
to learning, which recognizes the role of the learner
in constructing knowledge rather than receiving
knowledge passively from the teacher. This approach
entails the provision of a learning environment that
is conducive to self-directed learning to fit with
the learner’s own experience and cognitive ability
(Condie and Livingston, 2007).
In blended learning environment, the learner is
expected to be self-regulated, with learning becoming
internally rather than externally controlled (De Kock
et al., 2004). Latchem and Jung (2010) argue that
blended learning helps to motivate student learning
and make the purposes of learning more explicit

Table – 1 : Model used for Blended Online Learning in FDP
Content of Online
Define Research Problem
Formulating objectives and hypothesis

Types of Research

Learner’s Support
Gathered through Chat group
Personal one to one communication through messages and
email
Personal consultation on
phone
Group talk

Design Research Instrument

Online sessions

Measurement scale
Selection of right kind of analysis

Short videos of instructions
Voice and video messages
used

Literature Review

Report writing
Tips for Research Paper Publication
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Learning Activities
Pre- workshop Tasks
Task had been given at the end of
each session
Post- workshop task and planned
mentoring
Each participant had to submit assignment at the end of the day via
email
Each participant got inputs personally
on one-to-one basis by the resource
person of this workshop
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However, considering practical situations in openeducation courses, some scholars stated that it
would be hard to ensure students’ engagement in
learning when just heavily relying on online activities
(Lee, 2018; Yang et al., 2018). That points to a gap
between accepted theoretical ideas of effective
online learning 135 A framework of OMO classroom
for open education and actual pedagogical practices
in most of higher-education institutions that are
providing online/blended courses to the public (Lee,
2018; Zhang et al., 2016).
BLENDED LEARNING BASED ONLINE WORKSHOP ON
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
One week, online workshop had been designed
with six online sessions of 90 minutes each on Cisco
Webex Meet platform blended with different preworkshop and concurrent practical assignments with
online session.
Mainly there are three critical aspects which can be
learned from the past literature based on the studies
– Content, learner’s support and learning activities.
These three aspects decide the efficiency of any short
term or long term online course.
WhatsApp group was created on 20th May 2020.
They had been asked to give their introduction
and mention their expectations from this so called
designed Online Workshop. Soft copy of various

methodology related books had been provided to
all the participants and they had been asked to learn
these books while doing practical assignments.
Figure 1: The critical design elements for Effective
Online Learning Environments

A: CONTENT OF ONLINE BLENDED LEARNING BASED
WORKSHOP ON RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
On the basis of following expectations shared by the
participants, entire module, assignments and mode
of delivery had been designed accordingly.
Expectation of Participants
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Would like to learn Sample size decisions and
how to do calculation
Better understanding of Research Methods,
Knowledge of proper data interpretation and
Learning of tools & techniques for research
Want to learn practical and theory of research
To know more about research methodology,
latest area of research and to update knowledge
pertaining to research methodology
To understand research methods for better
outcome in research areas
To understand Research Gap & subject selection
on that basis
Effective methods to be used which helps to get
it publish at no cost
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and clear to the learner. By blending e-learning with
conventional classroom learning, students could “take
advantage of much of the flexibility and convenience
of an online course while retaining the benefits of the
face-to-face classroom experience” (Dziuban et al.,
2011, p. 17). Moreover, blending the two different
learning modes is highly flexible and can be tailored
to the specific needs of different learning or subject
contexts such that learners can take control and
personalize their learning (Condie and Livingston,
2007) in an environment also oriented toward
developing their self-regulation and met cognition.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Seek knowledge of research which can add
value to my career as well as in my research
area
Knowing all research related concepts, suitable
statistical tools to be applied in a particular
situation, Steps to conduct a good research
Wanted to get detail explanation of research
design and appropriate statistical tool used for
particular research problem
Want to learn difference between Research
paper and research Articles, How can we
find peer reviewed journals list? Publication
procedure?
Seeking insights on research tools, statistical
analysis of data, testing of hypothesis,
parametric and nonparametric tests, sampling
design etc.
Want to learn about how to frame questionnaire
for primary research study? And what are the
important criteria for it and how to prepare
quality research paper for Scopus journal?

B: LEARNER’S SUPPORT
The entire workshop had been divided into three
parts
I. Pre-workshop interaction: Group had been created
and before ten days of workshop, two resource person
and organizer of the workshop started interaction
with all 65 participants. First of all, they were asked
to present a brief introduction about themselves
covering their domain subject, affiliated institutes,
present level of research, and research area of their
interest.
Participants had been also guided regarding the
technical aspects of online session. Some of them
faced problem in downloading Webex and getting
connected to it for first few days. In order to enhance
the learners support they had been personally guided
and educated. For few individual difficulties related
to diversity in subject and their special expectations,
one to one communication had been made to
support the learners and create an environment of

Table 2: Details of Learning Activities used in FDP
Task
Details of the Assignments
Instructions and interactions
TASK – 1 A/ Read newspapers and write 3 titles of the A. For Commerce/Management Discipline ColNews or articles, which they liked the most and lect any Business News Paper and if it's not availsubmit their response through Google form. able Collect any Newspaper and find business
related page in it.
B. During online session the participants will B. For Sociology, Law and other Discipline collect
be asked to share it with us. On the basis of and read title of National or regional newspaper.
their answers, the further discussion will be The participants are required to keep a copy of
made.
the same.
C. The Participants were asked to keep ready C. For discipline related to Literature e.g. English,
3 new heading with them and be ready with the participants needs to think one topic of their
their messages or other app. The participants research in which they are interested.
were allowed to copy paste as and when the
question is being asked. The participants can
see online news too like economic times, times
of India etc.
TASK - 2 Problem identification and writing problems In one hour the participants will be provided
statement. Participants had been asked to with a Google form mentioning a problem that
identify and state the definition of problem a participant need to write research paper on
following all the principles of problem identi- &submit it before 5.00 p.m. on the same day.
fication
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TASK - 3 Based on the problem statement, participants
had been asked to prepare research design
based on their Literature Review and Problem
definition

To Write - Area of Research, Research Title, Research Question, Research Hypothesis and Research Objectives based on review of most relevant few research papers and email the same
before 9.00 p.m. on the same day.
Till date, the participants might have read many
research papers out of which the participants
needs to identify and submit their favorite research papers with 5 reasons

TASK - 4 In order to understand the different aspects of
research and feature of good research paper,
participants were asked to identify their most
impactful research papers from which they
could learn about research methodology.
TASK - 5 • Referring to this questionnaire, the partici- To send an email wherein the response can be
pants were asked to tell any
given further directly. (No requirement of preparing a word file)
• 5 Statistical tests that they want to undergo The said email needs to be submitted by 10.00
p.m. on the same day itself.
• Write how many variables that they were
likely to use
• Number of groups/ categories that they are
they would be using?
• If required type them dependent and independent
• Reasons for why they want to conduct that
particular test
• Write 5 hypothesis for this 5 selected tests
co-operation between learner and facilitator.
Participants were from varied disciplines like
Education, Zoology, Law, Economics, Languages,
etc. & so when we assigned some standardized
assignments, participants of different disciplines
faced problems &so at that time as part of support
system, we modified some of the assignments so
that they can connect themselves as a part of further
learning process.
In order to increase the learner’s support, content of
each session had been provided to the participants
before the session. They were also given some books
and study materials for reading in much detail which
would further support their assignments as well.
C: LEARNING ACTIVITIES
On the basis of the expectations from the learners
and pre-workshop interaction and assignments, for

each day of online session different practical tasks
had been designed and assigned to all learners.
For some of the task submission Google form was
designed to register their responses. While, the
rest assignments were to be duly submitted by the
participants through an email by the end of each
day. Facilitator had gone through the assignments so
submitted by each participant and gave comments &
remarks to each participant for further understanding
and improvement.
OUTCOME OF
WORKSHOP

ONLINE

BLENDED

LEARNING

The workshop was conducted on basis of Blended
Learning Approach where for six days online sessions
had been planned and organized with practical
assignments, assessment of submission of the said
assignments and improvements in competition
of those assignment. At the end of workshop,
participants were asked to provide their feedback
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through both qualitative and quantitative forms.
Following responses were received which shows the
effectiveness of the workshop.
OVERALL FEEDBACK OF PARTICIPANTS
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

All the sessions were very informative
Both the speakers were excellent in their
content delivery with good personality and very
good communication skills, as well.
Resource Person were found to be co-operative
and dedicated
Both respected faculties have great in-depth
knowledge about research domain. Still a lot
more to learn from them.
Both faculty members were dedicated towards
their work and have good knowledge. Their way
of teaching is wonderful and highly satisfying.
Both speakers are very enthusiastic which
motivated us throughout our learning process.
By making us curious about research, we would
expect that they would definitely hold our
hands whenever we need guidance from them
in the future.
Good clarity while explaining and good
communication with participants
Got more clarity in the topic because of lots of
examples were given in each topic
It was wonderful FDP, I have never attended so
far, I request the team to conduct many FDPs
like this in future. Would like to thank one and
all who worked for the success of this program.
Most useful as per research methods and
research design & other research steps
I have never attended a workshop where a
speaker takes so much pain for the attendees
All the speakers were very impressive &
interesting and also the way of presentation
was very good. The best thing was the examples
given by them, which made really easy to learn
the concepts with its clarity.
The speakers were very well informed and very
dedicated.
Timings were the issue.
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Very good dedication of speaker with a very
quick response from their end, whenever
needed.
Q & A should be taken during the lecture rather
than giving time for end of the lecture.
Thank you very much for this wonderful and
awakened week. ‘Learning by doing’: fulfilled.
It was really an enriching experience. I am
happy that this week really went with a lot of
value addition to our academic growth....
Whole FDP was such a informative. All session
added new knowledge in us.
Enrich our experience
It gives immense pleasure to say that it was
really a great program where I really learned a
lot, and hats off to both Sirs to take so much of
pain for us. And guiding us and showing us the
right direction to walk in.
Thank you for everything and really looking
forward for the second FDP that you would
hopefully plan soon.
Just a small request if we could change the
timings from morning to afternoon

TAKE HOME LEARNING
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I learned about many things such as tools and
techniques, sample designs and plagiarism, etc.
I learned about the process of research,
problems identification and review of literature.
Got new horizon of thinking in terms of research.
Got a sense of inspiration for research
Helped in knowing research problem, research
objectives and hypothesis. Reviews of
Literature’s brief idea, Research Paper writing
and especially today’s whole session about
plagiarism was so informative.
Got idea about advanced technical tools for
research
Got information about various plagiarism
checking softwares
Blinking new idea of research
Details of Research and Research process
Enhanced my Cognitive ability and way for doing

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

fruitful research rather than so called research.
I got depth knowledge of Research Methodology
Clarity of how to conduct research in the most
legitimate way and helped to build up an
attitude of research
Learned about data analysis techniques
I got to know more about research design,
data analysis and techniques of interpretation
of data in social sciences research. Being from
humanities, this was a new area to which this
workshop introduced me to.
Learned that dedication and devotion and
always trying to learn and understand whatever
the difficulties come. We should put our 101%
effort so we can learn a lot.
Received deep insights about basic research
methodology specially learned regarding type
of data and relevant statistical test to be used
and learned about plagiarism related things as
well
I learnt so much about Research Methodology.
And I totally agree with the Idea of
Multidisciplinary and Interdisciplinary Research.
I learnt the concept very well and will try to put
in my efforts for further future papers with the

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

valuable guidance we got during this FDP
I was not knowing many tricks that can be used
for research methodology
It Improved my research skills
In depth knowledge related research
methodology
Learnt a lot about research from selection of
topic till concluding a paper
Knowing about research paper
Literature review sources, applying tests,
avoiding plagiarism
Overall material, research thinking, planning
and executing
SPSS & Statistics part was new to learn and also,
how to check plagiarism.
Technology based tools
The core content of research
The practical Assignments were very helpful.
To clarify concept of data analysis and not to do
plagiarism
Understanding every concept in proper way,
understanding of research methods and
methodology
We learn how to write a good research paper

Table 3: Means and Standard Deviations of Learner’s satisfaction level
Level of Satisfaction
Overall level of Satisfaction of this one week online FDP
Practical Relevance and helpfulness of this online FDP
Level of satisfaction regarding knowledge and skill of resource persons of this FDP

N
53
53
53

Mean
4.92
4.89
4.87

Std. Deviation
0.267
0.320
0.342

Table 4: Means and Standard Deviations of various aspects of blended online FDP
Parameters
Communication through emails
Constant Interaction through What’s app Group
Timing of the event and assignment submission
Mode of Delivery and Designee of this FDP
Quality of Audio of the online plat form
Video Quality of the online plat form
Questions and Answer Interaction

Highly Satisfied (%)
90.60
94.30
84.90
90.60
86.80
83.00
77.40

Satisfied (%)
9.40
5.70
11.30
9.40
13.20
17.00
20.80
39

Dissatisfied (%)
0.00
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.90
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Participants have also been asked to response about
effectiveness of the workshop by giving rating to
different aspects of workshop. Out of 66 participants,
complete response form had been received from only
53 participants. Their responses have been gathered
through 5 point scale. Mean and standard deviation
have been calculated. Following tables shows the
result of the same.
More than 90 percent of the respondents have been
highly satisfied for Communication through emails,
mode of delivery and design of this FDP and Constant
Interaction through What’s App Group, that help to get
more support from learners and their involvement.
Around 85 percent of participants timing of the event
and assignment submission, quality of audio of the
online plat form and video quality of the online plat
form. There were around 77 percent participants
satisfied with question and answer interaction.
CONCLUSION
It can be concluded on the basis of this Online
Faculty Development Program on “Research
Methodology” that only online session based on oneway communication is not proved to be effective.
Online learning should be blended with practical
assignments, study material and personalized
support. One to one interaction with participants and
real time response to learners help to increase their
overall involvement in learning process. Content of
subject matter need not to be delivered through only
online lecture. Content of the workshop should be
delivered with live and continues interaction. At the
end of each input session and interactive session, a
learner should be given some practical assignments
which would include application of theory and
concepts learned. Such practical tasks help learners
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to understand the concepts and their application in
real life situation.
Quality of learner’s involvement and interaction also
depends on technical soundness. Platform used for
online session and interaction should be technofriendly, easy and operationally efficient to support
the overall learning. Ability of facilitator to provide
customized & personalized response with dedication
and consistency play significant role in success of
blended learning model.
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ABSTRACT
The pandemic has brought C-suite executives at crossroads to choose the right path for steering the
organization. Which path is better: to gear up and enhance business capabilities and operational excellence
through thoughtful initiatives such as cost optimization, building critical skills of employees, orto make
hasty reactions including lay-offs, downsizing and diminution of employees. It is a challenge to C-suite
executives to think from inside out and choose the right path and accomplish a breakthrough beyond
breakdown. This study shows how these executives viewed pandemic as an unprecedented opportunity to
capitalize their personal leadership skills (solid initiatives), nurtured critical (lateral) thinking skills, pruned
emotional resilience and sharpened their problem-solving (crisis management) skills, in order to develop
new leadership skills. A constructivist approach and thirty (30) C-Suite executives were chosen for this
qualitative study, with a view to understand the extent to which executives adopted a path less travelled
to reach a Breakthrough. It was found that these executives constructed knowledge beyond the obvious,
through their own interpretations of challenges. Findings reveal that these executives accomplished
this task by choosing a path less traveled, the path of empathy and compassion, the path of agility and
resilience, and the path of convergence to rebuild a shared business vision.
KEYWORDS
Constructivism, Decision Making, Emotional Resilience, New Learning, Crisis Management
INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 has caused business organizations
undergo many paradigmatic transitions. Business
en vironments globally are getting more turbulent
and volatile. The uncertainty and unpredictability
in business strategies, operations and people
management, worsened by social and environmental
disruptions and over-regulations, has made the
situation more complex (Cipolletta & Ortu, 2020;
Cucinotta & Vanelli, 2020). These disruptions have
forced C-suite executives to review their present
business models, operational and financial issues,
decision-making processes, leadership styles,
employee engagement practices in order to ensure
business profitability. Several corporations have
announced layoffs failing to cope up with the
challenges, while others contemplate measures such

as job diminution and re-casting their corporate
structures with the help of remote working,
digitization and automated practices, as a substitute
of layoffs. If one corporation, in order to grow its
business or to improve operational excellence
and optimize costs, plans to build critical skills and
competencies of its employees, another would give
up and, panic stricken, would make a hasty and
impulsive reaction including lay-offs, downsizing and
diminution of employees.
Organizations that gave up or did not want to face
challenges were those that lacked a response
plan. They failed to equip themselves with the risk
mitigation resources and devised ways to manage
regulatory demands. On the other hand, the second
type of organizations were preemptive and proactive
ones that took the path less trodden, the path to
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integrate new learning with work flow, the path to
create skill development solutions and meet the
evolving skill needs (Gartner, 2020). The message
is loud and clear. Organizations need to be always
prepared for short, mid, and long term plans, in
the event of a crisis. Such crisis management plans
deliver organizations out of any kind of risks for their
employees, customers and other stakeholders, and
also ensure their preparedness for any issues related
to production, marketing, finance, supply chain and
governance if a crisis triggers.
The question is about making the right choices. How
do the C-Suite executives make this possible? What
leadership qualities at the personal level help them
to choose the right path, control their emotional
highs, build new strengths, agility and resilience, and
make their work force stronger and steadier? How
do they manage to absorb the intensity of fear and
panic associated with pandemic? Would they be able
to maintain this mindset consistently until the New
Normal is fully established?
This study planned to find answer to these questions
and interviewed over fifty C-suite executives
belonging to different business sectors including
telecommunication, healthcare, food and hospitality,
Real Estate, Travel and hospitality, etc. Using
the judgmental sampling technique, thirty (30)
executives were sampled out of the total population.
These 30 informants had cited a breakthrough
beyond breakdown and had sensed something
“big” was happening and a ‘bigger” change was
therefore necessary. They saw the breakdown as
an “unprecedented opportunity” for the success of
their business. This study narrates their firsthand
experience of choosing the right path, a journey well
visualized and customized to travel through.
RESEARCH METHOD
Theoretical framework
The study is based on the constructivist’s theory,
which postulates that the knowledge beyond
obvious can be constructed only through learners’
own interpretations of experiences in the external
world (Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy, 1999). The key
42

characteristic of constructivism is that they reject
hypotheses and any theoretical generalization and
are overwhelmed by practical and overarching world
views of problems. Constructivists are practitioners
who construct new knowledge or new schema rather
than being passive recipients of existing information.
They negotiate with their experiences to build their
own mindsets and take next steps accordingly.
It is premised in this study that CEOs who take a
path less travelled are more focused on personal
leadership skills (solid initiatives), critical (lateral)
thinking, emotional resilience and problem-solving
skills (crisis management), which combine together
to developing new leadership skills (New learning).
Figure 1 presents the relationship between these
variables that underpin the findings of this study.
Figure 1: A Path Less Travelled

Sampling Technique
The sample for this qualitative research was
collected through a purposive sampling technique.
This technique is adopted when the selection of
units is based on the professional judgment of the
researcher. This technique is a common form of
judgment sampling where the researcher deliberately
selects informants who can best address the research
questions. This technique is often adopted when the
population is very small or the desired characteristics
of the sample are very rare, making the probabilistic
sampling infeasible. Hence, 30 informants were
selected from the total population. These 30
informants were found to be more inclined to making
experiments, thinking beyond the obvious, and thus
fitting in the research design of this study.

Data collection procedure
The data was collected from conversations with
C-suite executives. All conversations were videotaped with the permission of the informants. During
these conversations, each informant narrated
their experiences about the pandemic, shared
anecdotes that were evident of their proactivity
and perseverance, willing to take un-trodden paths
in the most challenging times. They were the ones
who were more decisive of “thinking out of the box”
and who opted for long term business solutions.
They talked about such new trends like up-skilling
the employees, emotional resilience, agility and
reprioritizing their business strategies in accordance
with the changing times. Transcripts of these
conversations were prepared through a descriptive
content analysis method and thematic constructs
were identified. A good proportion of their talks dealt
with thematic constructs like crisis management,
increased communication, new leadership skills and
lateral thinking. These constructs were classified into
five Word clusters namely Leadership Skills, Lateral
Thinking, Emotional Resilience, Crisis Management,
and New Leadership Skills. The selection of these
clusters and their thematic nodes was based on
the number of times the related keywords or their
synonyms were used during the conversation.
These five word clusters were also used to construct
the theoretical framework of this study (Figure 1)
highlighting the path less travelled.
Problem statement
In this pandemic era, C-suite executives find
themselves at crossroads where each path forks into
a diverse direction, making it difficult for them to
make the right choices to steer the organization. The
challenges before them include first and foremost
protecting the financial health of the organization;
then the health and safety of employees, customers
and stakeholders; and finally deliver a value system to
uphold the emotional health of the entire organization
and community through social governance measures.
Each of these challenges should however be weighed
equally because if they ignore the financial health of
the company, they may not be around long enough to

support their employees and the community; if they
focus only on business value, they may be risking a
high price in the form of employee disengagement,
brand dilution and eventually a complete breakdown.
In this Catch-22 situation, if one executive plans to
build critical skills and competencies of employees,
in order to grow business or improve operational
excellence and optimize costs, another would give up
and, panic stricken, make hasty reactions including
lay-offs, downsizing and diminution of employees.
Very few executives are able to think from inside out
and choose the right path looking for a breakthrough
beyond breakdowns. They view pandemic as an
unprecedented opportunity to capitalize their
personal leadership skills (solid initiatives), nurture
critical (lateral) thinking skills, prune emotional
resilience and sharpen their problem-solving (crisis
management) skills, which combine together to
developing new leadership skills.
A study of this nature was therefore much needed
to find out how organizations react to the pandemic
situation; to analyze the extent to which their C-suite
executives were willing to tread on a path less
travelled in order to prove their resilience and agility.
It is premised in this study that executives who took
a path less travelled were more focused, far-sighted,
and proactive and proceeded with a collective vision.
They made choices based on their wisdom rather
than judgments. The judgments could be dubious
or difficult to make in the absence of complete
information and due to the uncertainty and volatility
in the environment. Their personal leadership skills
solidified their initiatives while critical (lateral)
thinking, emotional resilience, and problem-solving
skills (crisis management) combined together to
develop new leadership skills (New learning).
Profile of Informants
The sample size of this study was 30 C-suite executives
chosen through a purposive sampling method, from
LinkedIn profiles and snowballing techniques. Though
the actual number of interviews was quite large, the
criteria of selection of the executives were their choice
and decision making patterns, belief in self efficacy
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and making use of lateral thinking and working out
alternatives through attributes like reprioritization,
flexibility, and like. These informants belonged to 6
sectors namely Family business & Entrepreneurship;
Food, Travel& Hospitality; Finance & Commercial
banking; Telecommunications; HR and Employment
services; and IT Solution & Services. Table 1 presents
the demographics of these informants.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Eagar et al (2020) announces in a recent study that
leaders who recognize that their crisis management
frameworks were inadequate and rigid, they have
responded resiliently and taken a “scenario-based
approach” to cope up with the pandemic .they trod
on the path to recover r from the pandemic and
return to New Normal soon. These leaders stressed
upon “sensing and responding” to a shared view
which included business resilience management
through employees’ and customers’ health and
safety as well as operational stability. These leaders

communicated digitally with employees, suppliers
and partners, and devised crisis management plans
through teamwork and alternate engagement plans.
To cope up with any sort of inadequacy in their plans,
they even reprioritized their business strategies,
goals and objectives.
A Panel survey was conducted in June and July 2020
of 699 global CEOs by PwC which found a change in
the mindset of CEOs and policy makers, who admitted
to having started to “rethink” their investment and
operation plans for the future challenges. These
CEOs were the ones who had opted to choose the
right path to meet the business needs. They agreed
to common agenda to build digital infrastructures,
introduce flexible working hours, and work-fromhome options. Bob Moritz, Global Chairman of PwC
International Limited, considered it a paradigm shift,
“a choice between the long and the short term,” a
step taken to “reconfigure” their leadership styles, to
meet the stakeholders’ expectations and accelerate
the inevitable “change” to settle down (PwC, 2020).

Table 1: Demographic details of the Informants
Frequency
Domain/ Sector (N=30)
Family business & Entrepreneurship
Food, Travel & Hospitality
Finance & Commercial banking
Telecommunications
HR and Employment services
IT Solution & Services
Years of experience (N=30)
>10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-30 years
Field of Education/ specialization (N=30)
Law/ Arbitration
Business Accounting & Finance
Strategic Management
Engineering (Electrical, IT, Computer)
Mass Communication/ Telecom
Commerce and Business management
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Percentage

3
2
3
8
2
12

10.0
6.67
10.0
26.6
6.67
40

4
9
7
10

13.3
30
23.3
33.3

2
6
6
9
4
3

6.67
20.0
20
30
13.3
10.0

Kathy Lu et al (2020) identifies five attributes of
CEOs to make the right choices which included
ambidextrous leadership, a beginner’s mindset,
power to harness disruption, empathy with
customers and emotional fortitude. The first attribute
of ambidextrous leadership will enable a CEO to
cultivate a dual operational plan of optimizing the
current strengths with a future-focused innovation;
the second attribute of a beginner’s mindset will
empower the CEO’s relationships with the board,
create a whiff of fresh air in individuals and teams to
build a new vision; the third attribute of harnessing
the power of disruption allows the CEO to utilize this
situation of crisis to act as a catalytic change agent
and saw this as an opportunity to innovate and plan
for the new normal; the empathy with customers and
stakeholders motivates them to cultivate a human
understanding and an ethical approach; and finally
emotion fortitude develops in them the ability to
judge and harness their emotional highs and lows to
make better decisions despite uncertainty. It would
be really a daunting step tomarch forward with these
attributes as it is quite uncertain when this pandemic
would end.

power of lateral thinking, instead of the conventionally
adopted vertical, step-by-step thinking style (De Bono
& Zimbalist, 1970). CEOs in these studies adopted an
indirect and creative approach, what de Bono calls
as “not immediately obvious” and switching-over
to new, unexpected ideas and break away from the
“routine” thinking patterns. This is consistent with
critics and experts who consider lateral thinking as
“extensive thought process” (Rahman, 2019; Xin &
Zhang, 2009; Brewer et al., 2019; Masalimova et al.,
2019), who emphasized on taking organized steps,
logical processes, and methodical observation to
achieve goals. CEOs make use of the lateral thinking
skills to conceptualize issues before hand and then
apply logical reasoning, analytical thinking, and
decision making skills to synthesize their business
solutions and manage the stressful situations with
resilience.

Laura Garnett, a leadership strategist, attempted to
read the minds of CEOs and reports that each one of
them dealt with the crisis by proactive measures to
keep their companies “afloat” and their individuals
and teams supported and engaged (Garnett 2020).
Likewise, Russell & Hanratty (2020) emphasized on
choosing neither of the two opposing choices but
to coordinate preparedness and renewal efforts for
transition by introducing a third option of reducing
the intensity of the risk. This third option included
measures such as volunteering and working with
NGOs and Not-for-profit organizations, to sustain
both business and community. Another study entitled
COVID-19: Which critical choices should businesses
make next? a Ernst & Young initiative, found that
“companies should increase agility and build
resilience for a ‘saw-toothed’ economic recovery and
a fast-changing environment.” This would be possible
only if business leaders laterally think about future
and beyond (Weidemeyer, 2020).

i.

All these studies reveal how CEOs demonstrated the

FINDINGS
This section contains an analysis of the word clusters
and thematic nodes retrieved from the content
analysis of the interview transcripts:
Leadership Skills

The informants were specifically questioned about
the personal leadership skills which they thought
contributed a lot to cope up with both personal
and business challenges. Since all the Informants
were C-suite executives, and possessed remarkable
leadership traits, only the skills related to making
choices and decision making were emphasized.
It was inferred that most executives believed in
developing leadership traits by practicing attributes
such as “work life balance”, “managing shocks”,
“open” and unambiguous communication and timely
“task management”. Besides, these informants also
maintained a steady flow of communication with all
individuals and teams in the organization.
ii.

Lateral Thinking

Informants seemed to be aware of the lateral or
parallel thinking as they spoke about “choosing
the right battles.” A few among them opined that
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“situational awareness” let them understand
the “market demands” and practice “change
management,” and molded them into a more
“proactive” and “agile” leader who had the potential
to devise “solution oriented” steps. According to
one informant, decisions are not taken in a vacuum
nor can they be taken at personal levels. Lateral
thinking was seen in these narratives as “Betterrisk
assessment” to earn a “positive performance beyond
KPIs” and bring “stability” or what one informant
termed as a “secure boundary-less work space”
(SBWS). A very good example of lateral thinking was
seen in a majority of informants who emphasized
to set up “digital infrastructures” but at the same
time expressed the need for physical “face-to-face”
interactions. Others viewed that measures such as
“cutting costs” and identifying new “revenue sources”
are not enough to understand lateral thinking but it is
important to “redesign KPIs” and “reprioritize” plans
and strategies.

and uncertainty, can be handled through compassion
and emotional intelligence. This is consistent with
the findings of Dorison et al (2020) who considered
such emotions in organizations as caused by a
“force outside our control” and therefore making a
“thoughtful analysis” is difficult and people commit
to wrong choices and invite real risks. CEOs need to
be proactive and check employees committing any
loss-filling or risk mitigation event to cope up with
their emotions. A few informants shared how they
handled such emotional situations at both individual
and team levels by making new friends, building
community feelings and trying to understand people
in a different way. The

iii.

Informants of this study shared a unanimous
business solution to the pandemic crisis, which is
to remain open for communication, delegation and
adaptability to critical situations. Trust and moral
judgment in decision making were a part of their
crisis management exercise. Besides, it was also
attempted to design a response mechanism for such
contingent circumstances by coaching employees
how to think “from inside out” and manage “shocks”
by fast reactions. At the CEO level, the informants
just customized their pre-existing “risk management
exercises” and “financial crises evaluation” and added
a few new measures to cope up with the pandemic.

Emotional Resilience

While the informants were playing their role very
transparently and covered comprehensively every
aspect of the breakdowns caused by COVID-19,
there were also, however, moments of emotional
breakdowns caused by personal losses. However,
every informant individually expressed a firm
determination to cope up with this negativity,
which they transmitted to their employees at both
team and organizational level. Despite volatility and
capriciousness, they committed to innovative and
creative ideas to reconstruct businesses. Such an
articulation of positivity eliminated fear and their
words revealed their inner strength to face the
challenges. Fear was a common factor agreed by most
informants who related pandemic influence with
the 9/11 impact. The influence of such catastrophes
heightens people’s emotions and their perception
of risk, and hence this influences their ability to take
initiatives and precautions. A solution suggested by
one informant was to give a soothing touch, to play
the dual role-- to also act as an elder brother, elder
sister or a psychiatrist.
Fear, like other emotions of anger, sadness, panic,
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“road-less-travelled” meant for them establishing
new communication channels, bringing employees
and customers together, and building trust through
ethical leadership.
iv.

v.

Crisis Management

New Leadership

A major challenge before the CEOs in this pandemic
was to use technology for the “transition” of
workforce from human to an automated workforce,
along with prioritizing employee health and safety.
This required developing new work skills to face
tomorrow’s challenging environment. A layoff after
automation was another issue before these CEOs. A
majority of the informants shared designing a “digital
infrastructure” and a “digital” work environment
to facilitate the transition and the “structural shift”

Marching on a Path .....
Leadership Skills

Lateral Thinking

1. Personal Integrity
2. Communication.
3. Ability to Influence.
4. Trust and Confidence
5. Time management

1.
2.

3.
4.

Emotional Resilience
1. Values & Ethics
Foresight
Alternative/
2. Balancing Negmultiple methativity
ods of opera3. Empathy.
4. Self-awareness.
tion
5. Gratitude
Breaking patterns down into 6. Self-awareness
smaller units
7. Adaptability
Creativity and 8. Stress Manageinnovation
ment
9. Spirituality
skills

Crisis Management New Leadership
Skills
1. Act Decisively. 1. Role Mod2. Common
el-Leading by
mindset among
example
team members. 2. Agility and
3. Recognition of
Resilience
weaknesses
3. Empathy,
(SWOT, etc.)
Communication
4. Situational
and emotional
Awareness
intelligence
4. Self-efficacy
5. Flexibility
6. Focused efforts 5. Flexibility and
adaptability
6. Change existing
mindset
7. Informed and
knowledgeable
decisions.
8. Reprioritization
9. Digital skillsadopting
automation&
Remote proficiency

smooth without affecting much the company’s
operations and its corporate culture. Structural work
measures included flexible working hours, work from
home, and reducing pressures on the team; practicing
humility, and above all developing eagerness to
learn new skills. CEOs felt a “life time opportunity”
to practice transformational leadership skills in their
own way.

and confidence, and time management, to convey
how leaders in the sampled organizations brought
breakthroughs. Similarly, the ‘lateral thinking’ cluster
was given nodes such as foresight, alternative/
multiple methods of operation, breaking patterns
down into smaller units, and creativity and innovation
skills, which prepared leaders to tread on a “pathless
traveled.”

The above classification of the thematic content into
word clusters can also be interpreted as prerequisite
factors to lead an organization in challenging
times. In order to understand how these factors
contributed to building the CEO’s schema for taking
a “road less travelled,” these factors were further
divided into subordinate thematic nodes through
key words. For instance, the first factor of ‘leadership
skills’ was sub-divided into nodes such as personal
integrity, communication, ability to influence, trust

A summary of the findings of the thematic content
analysis of the transcripts are presented in Table 2
showing word clusters or groups along with their
thematic nodes.
Each word cluster presents thematic nodes with
lexical variety and pragmatic consistency. In other
words, these nodes or their synonyms appeared
very frequently in the conversations and reflected
informants’ mindsets and new patterns developing
in their minds.
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Table 3: Presents a lexical frequency profile of each word cluster, which is evident of informants ‘capability
of bringing breakthroughs despite breakdowns.
Cluster
Leadership Skills

Thematic nodes or Keywords
1. Personal Integrity

Frequency
34

2. Communication.
3. Ability to Influence.
4. Trust and Confidence
5. Time management
Lateral Thinking

1. Foresight

21

2. Alternative/ multiple methods of operation
3. Breaking patterns down into smaller units
4. Creativity and innovation skills
Emotional Resilience

1. Values & Ethics
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2. Balancing Negativity
3. Empathy.
4. Self-awareness.
5. Gratitude
6. Self-awareness
7. Adaptability
8. Stress Management
9. Spirituality

Crisis Management

1. Act Decisively.

15

2. Common mindset among team members.
3. Recognition of weaknesses (SWOT, etc.)
4. Situational Awareness
5. Flexibility
6. Focused efforts

New Leadership
Skills

1. Role Model-Leading by example
2. Agility and Resilience
3. Empathy, Communication and emotional intelligence
4. Self-efficacy
5. Flexibility and adaptability
6. Change existing mindset
7. Informed and knowledgeable decisions.
8. Reprioritization
9. Digital skills- adopting automation & Remote proficiency
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Figure 2: Frequency of Factors leading to
breakthroughs

CONCLUSION
The poet Robert Frost had once written in1916: “Two
roads diverged in a wood, and I—/ I took the one less
traveled by/And that has made all the difference.”
Frost also suggested later: “No matter which road
you take, you’ll always sigh and wish you’d taken
another.” This short poem is very relevant in this
era of pandemic when C–suite executives face a lot
of conflict and resistance in making choices. There
are occasion when a lot of creativity and energy
was wasted only in regretting over making the
wrong choice and sighing over the one rejected. It
is a matter of free will versus determinism. When
the free will dominates, leaders’ decisions may be
arbitrary, impulsive and individual driven but when
they consciously choose an off-the-track path, less
travelled, they show their determinism which is team
driven and based on a combined analysis of internal
and external factors.
There are important lessons learned through this
pandemic while looking for a breakthrough. At the
outset, C-suite executives must “embrace” the VUCA
elements with agility. They must find new channels
of communication and interaction with employees,
customers, and other stakeholders. They also
need to reinvent themselves and work on multiple
solutions such as modifying their manufacturing
operations and supply chain channels, finding new
market opportunities and creating new products. By
making use of their personal charisma, creativity and
differentiation, they can develop new leadership skills
to transact their business in accordance with new
normal protocols. The pandemic has taught them

to embrace technology more strongly and prepare a
team of techno-savvy employees for online meetings
and making an adept use of web-based tools to deliver
their tasks. They have also realized the importance
of engaging all employees on regular basis and let
them know about their involvement matters of
importance. Team building and establishing trust and
openness are also lessons learnt to ensure that the
organizational environment is psychologically safe.
Broadly summed up, it is important to adopt a more
decentralized and non-hierarchical work settings in
order to quicken a breakthrough.
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ABSTRACT
Employee empowerment is a management concept that emphasis on the value of providing employees the
control, tools, and helps they need to function individually and be kept responsible for their actions. The
Covid-19 pandemic has infected individuals and organizations worldwide.In addition to that, an intense
“war for talent” is being waged, partly as a result of a dwindling supply of talent worldwide. The main
task and top priority of the HR Executive are to engage and attract key talent and to take all necessary
steps to ensure a smooth transition during this challenging process. In this study, the author has adopted
a literature review method to examine the importance of empowerment in retaining the organization’s
talent. The author presented a theoretical model and suggested ways (Culture of trust, be empathetic,
learning and development opportunities, delegate and hold them accountable and Communicating the
change vision) an HR executive can adopt to empower employees in the organization.
KEYWORDS
Empowerment, Talent, Retention, Culture of trust, Communication, Covid-19
INTRODUCTION
The global Covid-19 pandemic erupted with practically
no warning and brought about an immediate
disruption in everyday life, for which most individuals
and organizations were not prepared. For employers,
this required the accelerated implementation of
contingency measures to keep workers safe and
secure but still holding their organization running.
Many office workers were immediately needed to
operate remotely, with no ramp-up time to ensure
that they had enough space or facilities to do so. One
of the major problems facing the organization in this
Covid-19 pandemic is to engage and maintain crucial
organizational talent. The turnover comes with a
lot of expenses, and the new employee does not
guarantee the future of the job. Organizations are
therefore pursuing recruitment, but it is not enough
to hire the right candidate for the role. That is why
worker empowerment will be crucial to ensuring that
workers feel inspired and dedicated to their work.
Employee empowerment has been defined as a
psychological state in which workers feel more excited

about work or an improved sense of self-efficacy
at work. (Spreitzer, 1995; Thomas and Velthouse,
1990). It is also termed as management policy for
the dissemination of resources, money, rewards, and
influence with staff members (Bowenand Lawler,
1992). Approaches to employee empowerment have
been shown to improve productivity in a number of
different commerce areas, including food and housing,
nursing, schooling, and administration. (Kirkman
and Rosen, 1999; Lawler, Mohrman, and Ledford,
1992, 1995), stimulating invention and novel ideas
(Fernandez and Moldogaziev, 2013), and enhancing
employee behaviors such as workplace satisfaction,
corporate engagement, and participation (Coye and
Belohlav, 1995; Kirkmanand Rosen, 1999).
Research Questions
The current study proposes the following research
questions.
1.

Does empowerment play a pivotal role in
retaining talent in the organization?
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3.

Does providing learning and development
opportunities helped in engagingemployees?
Does provide a culture of trust helped in creating
empowering culture.

Theoretical Framework
A recent study is based on theory of Douglas
McGregor, who has written in the book of The Human
Side of Enterprise. McGregor has given two theories
of management: Theory X and Theory Y. These
theories are based on the distinction of leadership
into the authoritative style of leadership, which has
been termed as “Theory X” and the less authoritative
and more empowering style of leadership, otherwise
styled as “Theory Y”. One of the key things to note
is that theory Y managers would usually be more
opportunistic and positive about their workers. They
would therefore feel more secure and thus more
likely to allow them the power to make important
decisions.
Figure 1: Theoretical framework

well and much better than anyone in organizationalcritical positions. Talent also applies to persons
with considerable promise who have the ability and
desire to consistently develop the expertise and skills
needed to fill critical roles within an organization
(Collings and Mellahi, 2009).
Retention of talent includes both practices and
empowerment techniques implemented by the
HR Executive to reduce talent depletion. There are
numerous reasons why attraction, development, and
retaining employees are important to organizations.
Employees leaving the company also have important
insight and skills acquired by experience with
them.Another consequence of turnover for the
company is the fact that long-term employees have
developed close relationships with clients. These
relationships are the foundations for an improved
cycle of substantive relations between employees
and clients. Talent retention thus has a beneficial
impact on successful consumer relations and, finally,
on profitability (Meyer, 2005).
In addition to these indirect expenses, companies
are often faced with a range of direct turnoverrelated costs, including termination interview time
and logistical provisions, the payment of accrued sick
leave, the cost of contract staff, or compensation for
employees asked to fill out and the cost of preparation.
Replacement expenses include ads, head-hunter, and
election fees.The cost of preparation, both formal and
informal, contributes to the overall burden (Mitchell
et al., 2001). Losing good jobs is often expensive
in terms of the effect it has on the morale of the
company.Organizations often face the possibility that
new hires will not deliver as planned or will not suit
the corporate culture (Meyer, 2005).

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Talent Retention
There is an extreme “war for talent” partially due to
a declining pool of talent worldwide. The retention
of talent has always been and will be essential to
the survival and growth of organizations. Talented
individuals who have the skills and knowledge they
use in tasks find them meaningful and want to invest
in energy. These people tend to perform exceptionally
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Organizations are faced with two choices to win over
the talent war: the first alternative is to become
and remain an ‘employer of choice,’ which would
recruit and keep people with the appropriate profile
(Kotzé and Roodt, 2005). And the second choice
is to grow, attract, and successfully leverage the
current organization’s talent pool. The strongest
way to fill significant positions in companies is to
ensure that existing skilled employees are part of

the organization (Rossi, 2000). Existing employees
working in organizations are acquainted with the
internal functioning of the enterprises. These workers
have developed structured and informal networks
that are important to help them be effective within
the corporate framework and have been educated in
the use of many of the processes and programmes
employed by the organization. Studies have indicated
that empowerment could be one of the factors that
may forecast corporate engagement and maybe a
missing factor that can strengthen commitment and
play a key role in the retention of talent. It is, therefore
important to take a closer look at empowerment and
its methods to engage and sustain the organization.
Role of Empowerment
Employee empowerment is a management theory
that stresses the value of providing workers the
control, tools and helps they deserve to function
individually and to be kept responsible for the
choices they make. In simple words, it can be
defined as having a voice at work Spreitzer (1995).
Employees can make a difference in their job when
they have opportunities for voice at work. Spreitzer
(1995) described Employee empowerment as a fourdimensional motivational system consisting of four
cognitions that represent an active rather than passive
attitude towards work: purpose, competence, selfdetermination, and effect. Alternatively, employee
empowerment defines managerial actions or
activities aimed at exchanging knowledge, services,
incentives, and authority with lower-level workers
from a managerial viewpoint. Kanter (1979),
for instance, it interpreted empowerment as a
mechanism through which managers grant workers
access to three power sources: the provision of vital
services, knowledge, and input, and approval and
authority to act. An empowering style of leadership
involves actions that affirm the value of jobs, inspire
interest in decision-making, express confidence in
high outcomes, and provide independence from
a rigid bureaucratic structure Arnold and Drasgow
(2000). For Ahearne, Mathieu and Rapp (2005),
empowering leadership involves leading by example,
engaging others in making decisions, counseling,

educating, and demonstrating empathy for others.
Bowen and Lawler (1992) described employee
empowerment as a multi-faceted approach in which
supervisors share four organizational attributes
with their subordinates.: “(1) information about the
performance of the organization, (2) rewards based on
the performance of the organization, (3) knowledge,
skills and abilities thatequipped employees to
comprehend and value to the performance of the
organization, and (4) Authority to take actions
that have a positive effect on performance and
vision of the organization” Bowen and Lawler
(1992). For several reasons, we have reviewed the
empowerment construct in the current study. Doing
so allows us to know the importance of construct
empowerment played in engaging and retaining the
talented employees in Covid-19 times. In addition,
to find out the best practices and ways, HR executive
can adopt and implement to empower employees in
the workplace. In this current study, the authors have
proposed a conceptual framework (Figure 2) based
on Mc Gregor Theory “Y” management given in
(Figure 1) of how employee empowerment strategies
can help the organization to retain key talent.
Figure 2: Conceptual Framework

RESEARCH METHD
Objectives of the Study
1.

To study the importance of empowerment
inretaining talented employees in the
organization.
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2.

3.

To analysis the trends of paper written on
Employee Empowerment in period 2015 to
2020.
To find out the ways to empower the employees
in the organization.

Figure 3: Year-wise Distribution (2015-2020)

Research Design
In this current study, a literature review method was
adopted. A review of the literature is a great way to
synthesize scientific results, to show evidence on a
meta-level, and to discover fields of research that are
important in constructing analytical and theoretical
models and frameworks. It may also help provide an
overview of the diverse and interdisciplinary fields
of study.Through combining conclusions and insights
from various scientific findings, the literature review
will deal with study problems without any control.We
have reviewed recent year’s papers from top journals
for the current study in order to obtain information,
and processed and refined so
that it can be represented in an
appropriate manner to further
propose ways to empower the
talent in uncertain times like
Covid-19. Articles from electronic
databases,
online
journal
archives, physical repositories, as
well as personal holdings of the
author have been retrieved.
For analytical purposes, the
extracted articles were presented
year-wise distribution & journal
wise distribution; total 218
articles from 2015-2020 were
extracted from different sources
on employee empowerment
to review the trend. Figure 3
showed Year wise distributionof
number of articles written from
2015 to 2020. Figure 4 showed
journal wise distribution. We
have presented only those
journals who have published
more articles in this period
(2016-2020).
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Figure 4: Journal-wise Distribution
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In this study, one of our objectives was to see the
trend of paper written on management concept
employee empowerment from 2015-2020. Figure 3
showed year-wise distribution. In the 2015, 23 papers
were published. And in 2016 and 2017 it followed
increasing trend. Paper published in 2017 rose to
41. Then, there was slightly decrease in number of
articles published in 2018. But in last two years 99
papers have been written. Through this trend, authors
have inferred that Employee empowerment concept
has been focus of the research in recent years.
Figure 4 showed journal-wise distributions, we have
presented only those journals who have published
more articles on management concept Employee
empowerment. TQM journal & international journal
of applied business and economic research has
published 6-6 articles. And European journal of
training and development and American Review of
Public Administration have published 2-2 articles.
In this current study, authors have presented five
ways, HR executives can implement in their strategies
to empower employees in order to engage, make
them effective.

they are more likely to make the extra effort and feel
proud of the progress they have accomplished.
Communicating the Change Vision
Middle and front-line leaders are the key
communicators for employees. Communications
from them should be continuous and clear. Everyone
affected by the transition wants to know what this
means, when and how it’s going on, and what’s in
it for them. Don’t force change; involve employees
in a discussion about it. Communicating the vision is
crucial because it provides a common sense of the
ideal future and motivates and coordinates progress
towards the improvement outlined in the vision. It’s
a vital soft skill for all leaders. To excel as a leader
in this extraordinary moment, you need not only to
be a good communicator but a great listener. Leaders
can leverage their communication skills to improve
employee empowerment by promoting honest
conversation. Studies have found that workers
whose bosses are approachable are more involved
and, in exchange, foster a team atmosphere where
participants are relaxed, exchanging thoughts and
questioning each other.

Ways to Empower Employees

In Leading Change (Kotter, 1996), the seven elements
to effectively communicate the change vision are:

Delegate and hold them accountable

1.

Delegation means more than merely assigning duties
to others. This involves granting other parties the
freedom to take actions that are officially related to
their positions and for which you are accountable,
to a certain extent thatis not intrinsic in their
position. Several organizations grant quite some
decisive powers in order to encourage employees’
spontaneity in the interests of customer service,
efficiency, or creativity as part of their “employee
empowerment programmes”. Organizations that
consistently hold their employees accountable for
their duties and responsibilities will empower them
to take genuine ownership of their work. Depending
on the situation of the employees, this may involve
handling the consequences, thanking them for a
job well performed, or offering rewards for change.
When employees assume ownership of their job,

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Keep communications clear, transparent,
oriented and jargon-free.
To make messages relevant, use metaphors,
analogies and examples.
Use different channels of communication to
deliver the message.
Repetition is the key to communication.
Walk the talk. Behavior is the most powerful
way to communicate, so lead by example.
Address disagreements and communicate
clearly and honestly.
Encourage two-way communication and listen
actively.

Be Empathetic
In Tim Cook’s 2017 MIT address, he advised graduates,
“People are going to try to tell you that you can
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keep empathy out of your profession. Don’t believe
this false premise.” The CEO of Apple is not alone in
understanding and stressing the value of empathy—
the willingness to express and appreciate the
feelings of others—at work. The distinction between
individuals who can better capture people’s desire
to consider and care for others is empathy. Empathy
is defined as ‘‘one’s sensitivity to the emotional
experiences of another” (Mc Neely and Meglino,
1994, p. 837). Empathy reflects the capacity to place
oneself in the ‘‘emotional shoes” of another person
(Lazarus, 1999). Emphatic people are not only able
to observe other people’s emotions; they appear to
share in these feelings and to witness them. At the
height of the pandemic, our lives have been changed
by the health epidemic, economic instability, and
social chaos.The first step towards building empathy
is acknowledging that it’s not an inherent trait but
something that can be built. Put yourself in the shoes
of your subordinates and strive to consider their
point of view about their position and achievements
in the workplace.By taking their perspectives into
consideration, you will become a more emotionally
intelligent leader and make your team members feel
that they are understood and appreciated.
Reinforcing
Learning
Opportunities

and

Development

Learning and development opportunities promote
employee empowerment. Employee development
is now unanimously accepted as a strategic aim
for the ongoing growth, efficiency, and ability of
the organization to attract valuable workers.Today,
HR allows staff to handle their own job growth
while HR continues to ensure that the company
offers opportunities for employees to be more
successful in their current positions.HR needs to
show both management and workers that growth is
advantageous.Without a definite return, management
would rage at the expense of development and
lost efficiency.In addition, employees would be
less positive about learning projects if they see no
changes and improvement in their performance
and future career prospects. In order to ensure
that all the development programmes meet the
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prime objectives, effective HR leaders align growth
and succession planning strategies with the overall
strategy of the organizations.
Culture of Trust
We live in an intensely dynamic global marketplace,
which has promoted an ocean of shallow connections
through the expansion of technology and social
media.However, people are human.They want a real
bond to individuals and organizations with who they
value and have positive relationships.The businesses
which foster a high-confidence culture are the ones
that go beyond survival in the 21st century to thrive.
Employees who work in high-trust work culture
and atmosphere are much more likely to stay and
committed to their job. Any HR leader’s key goal
should be to minimize and avoid turnover as this
challenge has big repercussions: sustainability and
market valuation, efficiency and results, profits
and business development, and the morale of its
employees.Trust is acorecharacteristic of a successful
organization. In order to build a culture of trust in
any organization, it’s important for management
leaders at all levels to walk the talk and uphold their
promises, tell the truth, and promote and encourage
healthy discussion. That will inspire your employees
to follow suit.
DISCUSSION
In an effort to better understand, authors
have attempted to conceptualize the role of
empowerment in retaining talent in the organization
in these unprecedented times.The purpose of this
research was to find out the ways to empower
employees in order to keep them satisfied, engaged,
motivated, and committed to their jobs. The practice
of delegating authority and hold the employees
accountable have been so closely associated with
the concept of empowerment. Many experts and
practitioners have used both concepts synonymously.
Literature indicates, empowering employees by
providing growth opportunities to build capabilities
and improves performance by giving employees
the ability to quickly correct mistakes in performing

service.According to research by the Linkedin report
(Bersin, 2018),employees who spend time learning at
work report that they’re:
•
•

47 percent less likely to be stressed.
39 percent more likely to feel productive and
successful.
•
23 percent more ready to take on additional
responsibilities.
•
21 percent more likely to feel confident and
happy.
Current literature reviewshowed that employees
are more likely to stay in a high-trust culture
environment. By creating a culture of trust,
employers can create a conducive environment for
the employees to stay committed to their job. Great
Place to Work consulting firm (2016) has studied
the relationship between a high-trust culture and
a company’s overall success for the past 30 years.
They have identified several compelling business
outcomes. Turnover rates are approximately 50
percent lower than industry competitors. There has
been an increase in levels of innovation, customer
and patient satisfaction, employee engagement,
organizational agility, and more.In these turmoil
times, there is a greater need to be empathetic and
put oneself into employees’ shoes to understand
their conditions and help them to overcome this
tough phase.As employees are working remotely, the
employer needs to more empathetic in this tough
phase. Leaders’ role is to encourage and support the
decision-making environment and to give employees
the tools and knowledge they need to make and act
upon their own decisions. By doing this, you can help
your employees reach an empowered state.
CONCLUSION
This review article provides an overview of the
importance of empowerment in retaining talent in the
organization. In addition to that, this study presented
a conceptual framework and gave practical ways to
empower employees a HR executive can establish in
the organization. Since this conceptual framework
has been developed from past studies relating to the
subject matter, it is expected that the deductions and

understanding of this model could be extended further
for more extensive and empirical research. Engaging
and Retaining Talent in the organization is one of the
challenge organization are facing in this Covid-19
pandemic. It is not enough to hire individuals to be
successful and be able to compete in this dynamic
world. The human resource function is indeed a
critical dimension as it is given high importance by
many existing companies, as well as various other
programs to enhance the work environment. Among
many is employee empowerment as a tool to retain
and engage; it is the aspect that can save a lot of
time and financial cost for the company and, more
importantly, allow keeping the best talent within the
organization. To survive and thrive in this challenging
phase HR executives need to build a culture of trust,
communicate the change vision continuously, and
provide growth opportunities.
Implications
Organizations and individuals are passing through
an unprecedented crisis, it’s the employer
responsibility to ensure the efficiency of new ways
of working. Covid-19 pandemic has changed the
role of managing and leading the organization,
employee empowerment will be needed to achieve
the organizations’ goal and vision. HR executives can
think of empowerment as a strategy tool to engage,
retain, and enhance the employee capabilities.
Empowerment needs to be reinforced at all levels
in the organization. To achieve and thrive in these
times, employers need to restore self-confidence
and keep all employees motivated.It’s the prime
responsibility of employer to encourage employees
to stay connected and communicates regularly.
People leaders should make themselves available
there to talk about their fears, answer questions
and reassure them about personal and professional
issues. When employees are working from home, it’s
more important than ever to routinely communicate
not only about work but also to see how they are
doing. It’s a good time to rearticulate your values,
which will keep employees grounded in the familiar
and give them a roadmap for navigating the crisis
period. Keep communicating. If you say nothing,
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people fill the gaps with conjecture and worry. The
sudden shift to working from home has the potential
to de-rail the performance. Make sure employees
are getting support and opportunities for learning
and development to do their job to the best of their
ability in these unprecedented times. Employee
engagement will be improved where they can form
part of current business solutions.
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ABSTRACT
Simulations and games are experiential exercises that transport learners to practical world. The learners
apply their knowledge, skills, and strategies in the execution of their assigned roles. It is an ongoing
challenge for resource persons to motivate students to change their behaviour, and maintain an interest
in learning.Simulation and gaming are consistently being projected as ways to motivate students, support
learning and promote positive learning behaviours due to advancement in technology. Cognitive and
affective learning outcomes may be successfully generated by simulation and gaming, and may,in turn,
affect the development of critical thinking skills of students. Further, the motivation plays a central role in
influencing students’ learning outcomes. The game seems to be more effective in influencing the student’s
expertise in the subject and their attitudes toward sustainability when the student records a high level of
motivation to attend the course and interest in the subject.
Over the past 20 years, there have been ongoing academic discussions on the effectiveness of computerbased simulation games in education. On an average, simulations and games have been positively received
by management educators and entrepreneurship educators. This positive and welcoming stance aligns
with the continued rise of experiential and active learning approaches to education, where students learn
by doing and through such practical and applied processes increase their confidence, employability skills,
and understanding of the theories of business and entrepreneurship. The present study was undertaken
to explore how far the faculty teaching Computer engineering perceived usefulness of simulations and
gaming in learning process in their program.
KEYWORDS
Simulations, Learning, Sustainability, Motivation, Gaming
INTRODUCTION
The advancement in computer technology and
multimedia has ushered the ‘games generation’ and
consequently brought about the emergence of Digital
Game-Based Learning (Prensky, 2007). According to
a report by Newzoo (2016), the total value of the
global digital games market in 2016 came to US$ 99.3
billion, and was expected to exceed its compound
annual growth rate at 7.9%. McKinsey (2015) had
predicted that global video game market shall exceed
US$ 124.54 billion soon. According to forecast, the
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Digital Game-Based Learning market in Asia-Pacific
had to grow by as much as 261.12% (US$ 2.93 billion)
within four years (Ambient Insight, 2015). These
figures reflect the potential and rapid development
of relevant applications of simulations and games in
the field of education. Digital Game-Based Learning
is the consequence of a balance between learning
and gaming elements (Nussbaum & Beserra, 2014).
Simulation and games are experiential exercises
which take learners to pragmatic world, where they
apply their knowledge, skills, and strategies in the
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The game seems to be more effective in influencing
the student’s expertise in the subject and their
attitudes toward sustainability when the student
records a high level of motivation to attend the
course and interest in the subject. Over the past 20
years; there have been ongoing academic discussions
on the effectiveness of computer-based simulation
games in education. On an average, simulations and
games have been positively received by educators.
This positive and welcoming stance aligns with the
continued rise of experiential and active learning
approaches to education, where students learn
by doing and through such practical and applied
processes increase their confidence, employability
skills, and understanding the theories.
Simulation also includes a number of difficulty levels,
scenarios (integrated or custom made), and random
events to continuously keep the learners engaged
and challenged, even if the simulation is used across
different classes or years. The difficulty levels vary
from easy to complex, while the integrated scenarios
can provide educators with a focused learning
activity based within a single or multiple discipline(s).
However, some studies have compared one or more
group of learners who interacted with a different
version of simulation. In these studies the lack of
control of other variables that may influence learning
makes it unclear whether any reported learning
games can be attributed to the simulation alone.
The research also includes a few studies focusing
on the goal of conceptual understanding, in which
investigators used control or comparison groups or
other elements of the study design to try to limit the

influence of other variables, these studies provide
stronger evidence that simulations are effective.
Simulation and games have been widely used in
training and education (Lane 1995). Theyutilise
computer technologies to achieve simulation of the
real world so as to create potential scenarios that
may happen in real life for students. With simulation,
learners can train, analyse and predict the outcome
of given scenarios and have been adopted as
educational tools with entertainment value (Meigs,
2003). They have proved to be effective in boosting
learners’ interests in the course and the design of
game contents also facilitate more effective learning
(Heinich et al., 2002). Simulation games offer an
environment that is highly dynamic with different
decision-making processes for learners. Learners
cultivate their ability to diagnose different situations
and resolve conflicts and ultimately transfer such
abilities for application in the real world through
exposure to repeated decision-making processes in
the game (van Houten and Verbraeck, 2006).
Learners encounter challenges continuously while
playing digital games, and thereby foster problemsolving ability in the recurring process of judgement–
execution–system feedback, and also get to apply the
knowledge they have acquired through gaming to
solve problems in real life (Wang & Chen, 2010). After
going through repetitive decision-making processes,
students as players gain a better understanding of
the impact of their decisions and thereby gradually
improve to facilitate relevant developments in the
game. Games promote ownership of learning by
providing the learner with control over the gaming
process and difficulty levels (Pivec, Dziabenko, &
Schinnerl, 2003). Simulations offer new teaching
method that allow students to develop a more active
participation in their learning process although it
may not always initiate unequivocal better learning
outcomes.
Research has revealed that some generic and specific
managerial skills exert a positive influence on learning
outcomes. Students mostly highlight teamwork,
decision-making, information processing, reaching
agreements, and dealing with uncertainty as the
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execution of assigned roles. It is an ongoing challenge
for academicians to motivate students to change their
behaviour, and retain interest in learning. With new
developments in technology, simulation and gaming
are increasingly considered as the ways to motivate
students, support learning and promote positive
behaviours. Simulation and gaming may successfully
generate cognitive and affective learning outcomes
which in turn may affect the development of critical
thinking skills of students. Further, the motivation
plays a central role in influencing students’ learning
outcomes.
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most relevant contributions of the game towards
their learning. These results have instructional and
pedagogical implications for determining the best
way to enhance students’ motivation and learning
outcomes when using digital techno. By taking
the experience and planning of environment in
simulated reality and blending real events in the
game world, simulation games can make players to
gain authentic experience by engaging in realistic
scenarios and tasks such as building residential
housing, constructing infrastructure, connecting
underground sewage or simulating interpersonal
interactions, controlling physiological needs of game
characters and so forth. The games also present the
consequences of climate changes and carbon dioxide
emission so that learners understand the causes and
consequences of global warming through the use of
energy and implementation of counter -measures.
The experience of reality simulation and novel game
contents boosts playing motivation for gamers,
thereby allowing them to learn and arrive at the
value of fun and enjoyment of life.
Creativity is the core ability in all fields of work
(Chermahini & Hommel, 2010). Ithas to be cultivated
irrespective of the discipline. Creativity involves the
learning of how to learn and the effective following
of trends (Torrance & Goff, 1989). Those gifted
with creativity are capable of being fluid, versatile,
and unique with precise presentation. From these
characteristics, the importance of creativity in
education, learning and character-building is quite
apparent. Imagination can turn ‘reality’ into another
possibility and ‘non-existent’ objects/items into
‘existing’ ones. Imagination has been perceived as one
of the most important abilities needed for academic
achievements, employment and career development
(Hunsaker, 2005). Some games enrich the attributes
of simulated reality with self-created game content
for players to design or modify objects in the game.
This boosts motivation of the players to play, and also
satisfies the desires of players for design. Players can
cultivate imagination and creativity through acts of
creation in the game, and arrive at the terminal value
of the sense of accomplishment.
Motivation is a prerequisite for students to
successfully achieve their desired learning objectives
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in simulation games. It is the driving force of
developing one’s abilities (Klabbers, 2003). According
to Yang(2012)games enhance learners’ problemsolving ability while motivating him for learning and
providing him an atmosphere for learning. Students
engage and invest effort in the subject matter if they
see relevance of a game (Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2006).
When immersed in a fun and engaging environment
of the game, learners get trained in logical thinking
and cultivate observational skills to achieve the
goal of ‘education through entertainment’. This
helps students to enjoy and also have sense of
accomplishment.
In health sector simulation exposes students to
different conditions that they would not see in a
hospital where they only have limited number of
hours. Studies have shown that clinically accurate
and risk-free simulation labs are effective in training
nursing students to better understand communication
processes, master skill-based techniques, establish
priorities, make decisions and work effectively as
team members. These skills enhance their value
for hospitals. The scenarios that the simulation lab
provides enrich student’s readiness for practice and
help them to develop critical thinking and decisionmaking. Students have the opportunity, via the lab,
to practice real nursing interventions and test their
skills before they go into an actual hospital setting to
perform them on live patients.
Rationale : The challenge for our present education
system is to leverage the learning sciences with
modern technology to create engaging relevant and
personalized learning experiences for all learners
that mirrors students’ daily lives and reality of their
future. Digital Game-Based Learning presupposes
that learners could benefit from joy and a sense of
accomplishment during the gaming process and
consequently, benefit from learning results that are
more effective as compared to traditional styles of
teaching. Initiative is not taken by most of the faculty
members to make students play educational games
within the classroom or outside. They feel educational
games usually offer only the systems designed for
repetitive exercises, which induce boredom amongst
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Objectives: The present study was undertaken to
(i) explore the awareness level of faculty about
simulations and gaming in teaching-learning process
in Higher Education Institutions in India offering
undergraduate and post graduate education in
engineering and management, and (ii) study the
awareness level of faculty about simulations and
gaming in terms of various attributes

The Tool for Data Analysis: The Tool for Data analysis
is z-test.
RESULTS
•

•

METHOD
The Study: It is exploratory in nature focused at
understanding the awareness level of faculty teaching
engineering and, management in Higher Education
Institutions in India.
The Design: The study is having multi stage
randomized design starting from identification of
the indicators/attributes on the basis of review
of literature. The indicators are expressed in the
form of statements to test the awareness level of
the faculty about simulations and games. The data
collected from faculty was analyzed to explore their
level of awareness on each of the ten pre-identified
attributes of relevance of simulation and games in
teaching- learning process which are; Experiential,
competitive, Open-ended, Evolving case, Interactive,
Synchronous, Preparedness, Normative, Relatedness
and Directional
The Sample: A sample of 100 faculty members
teaching professional programs in the domains of
computer science engineering, management and
computer applications were chosen after using
randomization and elimination techniques for
filtration and controlling the extraneous variables.
The sample was collected from various academic
institutions located at Indore which is considered
educational hub of central India.
The Tool for Data Collection: The tool for data
collection is a test seeking responses in terms of yes,
not sure and no.

•

•

•

•

•

•

There is no difference in the awareness level
of computer science faculty in comparison to
management faculty about simulation and
gaming.
The comparison of various attributes of
awareness about simulation and gaming
amongst computer science and management
faculty combined revealed the following
significant results (Table:1).
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are more aware in terms
of Experiential attribute in comparison to
Competitive, Open ended, Evolving case,
Interactive,
Synchronous,
Preparedness,
Normative, Relatedness and Directional
attributes of simulation and gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are more aware in terms of
Competitive attribute in comparison to Evolving
case, Interactive, Normative and Directional
attributes of simulation and gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are more aware in terms of
Open ended attribute in comparison to Evolving
case, Preparedness, Normative, Relatedness
and Directional attributes of simulation and
gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are less aware in terms
of Evolving case attribute in comparison to
Interactive, Synchronous, Normative and
Relatedness attributes of simulation and
gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are less aware in terms
of Interactive attribute in comparison to
Synchronous but more aware in comparison
to Preparedness and Directional attributes of
simulation and gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
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the learners. Similarly, poorly designed educational
games are unable to guide learners towards gradual
learning to ensure the desired learning results.
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•

•

•

faculty (combined) are more aware in terms
of Synchronous attribute in comparison to
Preparedness, Normative, Relatedness and
Directional attributes of simulation and gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are less aware in terms
of Preparedness attribute in comparison to
Normative and Relatedness attributes of
simulation and gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are more aware in terms
of Normative attribute in comparison to
Directional attribute of simulation and gaming.
Computer science faculty and Management
faculty (combined) are more aware in terms
of Relatedness attribute in comparison to
Directional attribute of simulation and gaming.

DISCUSSION
Efforts need to be made to enhance the awareness of
the faculty about the positive educational benefits of
simulation and gaming. They need to be made aware
that simulation is evolving case study of a particular
social or physical reality in which participants take
on roles with well-defined responsibilities and
constraints and as instructor they should teach the
expected research skills like planning, executing,
collecting the data and evaluating. Simulations can
take any of several directions depending on the
actions and reactions of the participants and natural
complications that arise in the exercise. Specialized
training programs should be designed and conducted
for faculty to impart simulation and gaming skills.
Imparting knowledge through simulation and gaming
should be within existing goals of learning and
instruction. A gap remains between the advocates
of simulation and games and the feasibility of
faculty members to select and implement games
in their curriculum and knowledge delivery in the
class. However, relatively limited research on gamebased learning has faculty teachers (Ketelhut &
Schifter, 2011). The most effective methods involve
experiential learning in real-life situations. Faculty
must find ways to make simulations meaningful to
students, to get students actively involved in the
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learning process, and to give them opportunities to
apply reasoning to problems they consider relevant.
Wang (2015) contended that simulation and gaming
integrates the playing motivation of students,
educational contents and objectives. It boosts
competitive and cooperative spirits, forms a network
of social learning and offers immediate and constant
feedback on the performance. It gives them joy
and a sense of accomplishment (Virvou, Katsionis
& Manos, 2005). Research has shown that learning
results of simulation and gaming are more effective
in comparison to traditional pedagogy of teaching
(Ebner & Holzinger, 2007).
When Students play educational games, they assume
the different roles and they are able to observe how
their behaviors affect and are affected by the forces
of supply and demand, represented by the buying
and selling activities of the players.
In such problems, information critical to its solution is
dispersed among team members and they must share
it to solve the problem. Simulation of a real-world
business-oriented task, establishes real rather than
ad hoc teams, and revealing the relative immediacy
of feedback and multiplicity of cues available in
the setting and hence leading to higher degree of
learning.
Successful professional development is required
and attention to multiple factors including teacher
efficacy in using the software, pedagogical issues
and institutional culture has also to be taken into
consideration. Lack of confidence and awareness
can only betaken care of by generating deeper
understanding of the usefulness of simulations and
gaming and developing abilities to use technology in
the classroom. To conclude if faculty believes in the
importance of simulation and gaming, they should be
willing to experiment with new methods of achieving
the educational objectives.
Implications: The paper has come out with
interesting results indicating that special efforts are
required to be made for popularizing simulation and
games in Indian Context. In spite of perceiving very

high value in this method, the faculty of computer
science engineering, management and computer
applications is not using this method very frequently.
The paper discusses how to make simulation and
games popular as teaching learning process. The
available research on the effectiveness of simulations
for learning is more extensive and stronger than the
research on games. However, both simulations and
games are relatively young learning technologies
and developers have focused on design, with less
attention to research.

Heinich, R., Molenda, M., Russel, J. D., & Smaldino, S.
E. (2002). Instructional Media and Technologies for
Learning. 7th Edition. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Merrill
Prentice Hall.

Some studies have examined how a simulation affects
a single group of learners without a control group of
similar learners who receive instructions targeted to
the same learning goal but without the simulation.
Thus further exploration is required through
structured research design. Educators can also
create their own custom-made scenarios by saving
games they started and developing the business to
whatever point in time or issues they desire. This is
in addition to the random events that can occur in
these scenarios, including economic crises, issues
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scenarios and difficulty levels allow academics to
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different audiences.
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Table 1: Showing Difference of Means of the Attributes
1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Z=4.5**
X1=.9793
X2=.7835

Z=3.6**
X1=.9793
X2=.8350

Z=15.9**
X1=.9793
X2=.2474

Z=5.17**
X1=.9793
X2=.7422

Z=3.15**
X1=.9793
X2=.8659

Z=14.7**
X1=.9793
X2=.2886

Z=5.7**
X1=.9793
X2=.7113

Z=4.6**
X1=.9793
X2=.6804

Z=17.5**
X1=.9793
X2=.2164

Z=.92
X1=.7835
X2=.8350

Z=8.9**
X1=.7835
X2=.2474

Z=.68
X1=.7835
X2=.7422

Z=1.55
X1=.7835
X2=.8659

Z=8.13**
X1=.7835
X2=.2886

Z=1.18
X1=.7835
X2=.7113

Z=1.67
X1=.7835
X2=.6804

Z=9.2**
X1=.7835
X2=.2164

Z=10.23**
X1=.8350
X2=.2474

Z=1.61
X1=.8350
X2=.7422

Z=.61
X1=.8350
X2=.8659

Z=9.37**
X1=.8350
X2=.2886

Z=2.65**
X1=.8350
X2=.7113

Z=2.61**
X1=.8350
X2=.6804

Z=10.77**
X1=.8350
X2=.2164

Z=-8.03**
X1=.2474
X2=.7422

Z=-11.31**
X1=.2474
X2=.8659

Z=-.66
X1=.2474
X2=.2886

Z=-2.35*
X1=.2474
X2=.7113

Z=-6.85**
X1=.2474
X2=.6804

Z=.51
X1=.2474
X2=.2164

Z=-2.26*
X1=.7422
X2=.8659

Z=7.2**
X1=.7422
X2=.2886

Z=.49
X1=.7422
X2=.7113

Z=.97
X1=.7422
X2=.6804

Z=8.53**
X1=.7422
X2=.2164

Z=10.38**
X1=.8659
X2=.2886

Z=2.78**
X1=.8659
X2=.7113

Z=3.28**
X1=.8659
X2=.6804

Z=11.87**
X1=.8659
X2=.2164

Z=-6.68**
X1=.2886
X2=.7113

Z=-6.12**
X1=.2886
X2=.6804

Z=1.16
X1=.2886
X2=.2164

Z=.48
X1=.7113
X2=.6804

Z=7.93**
X1=.7113
X2=.2164

4

5

6

7

8

9

Z=7.34**
X1=.6804
X2=.2164

*Significant at .05 Level				
**Significant at .01 Level
Attributes: 1. Experiential 2. Competitive 3. Open-ended 4. Evolving Case 5. Interactive 6. Synchronous 7. Preparedness
8. Normative 9. Relatedness 10. Directional
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ABSTRACT
India is the globally fourth-largest onshore wind market by installations, with 38.68 GW of capacity as
of 2020 and the government has set a target to reach a total wind capacity of 140GW by 2030. Since
wind turbines are mostly improving and reaching in the terms of capacity, size, models, types and other
up-gradation which may yield to be more skills requirements for the installation phase. Wind turbine
installation is mainly dealing with rigging and slinging activities and it’s one of the major challenges
in India where the course of training and their academic education syllabus portions are great distinct
according to the present trend. Hence, we proposed the approach of handling the components, assembly,
erection & installation and the rigging and slinging requirements which have not covered by a diploma or
degree holders. Even the industry is also not aware of the market that how to choose a suitable technical
force to execute a particular type of work. Some of the findings are:i. there is a huge gap between the
present education system offerings and industry requirement, andii. absence of safety parameters. With
our training methodology, we make the new employees aware of the slinging and rigging activities with
the required level of KSA to solve the problems in present and future stages as per up-gradation.
KEYWORDS
CAP-DO cycle, Cognitive domain, Affective domain, Psychomotordomain, KSA, T/D ratio
INTRODUCTION
There has been different growth in educational
facilities at all levels of education in the private and
public sectors are intended to develop students
as personalities. The new jobs created will require
a different set of skills, knowledge and attitudes.
Therefore, it becomes of the utmost importance to
prepare present trends and future generations to
thrive in the changing landscape. The graduate’s or
diploma holders are entirely new to the field rigging
and slinging. Since, the NBA attributes for both the
graduates and diploma holders are covering the
basic knowledge, engineering tools, problem-solving,
ethics, communication and life-long learning which
are framed under the cognitive domain of bloom’s
taxonomy to attain the outcome in a specific domain
level. When considering the rigging and slinging
activities, the entire work is mainly focused only on
physical activities with some theoretical and safe

practice manner where the psychomotor domain
and affective domain plays a vital role. This results
in the graduates or diploma holders and employees
who are new to the rigging field have an inadequacy
of skills and behavioural activities. Involving these
fresh candidates in to the work without providing
the proper (required) training will results in less work
efficiency, poor safety precautions, wrong execution
and so on. To avoid such circumstances, we designed
our training methodology, to make the new employees
who are mostly newcomers to the field of rigging and
slinging, aware of the safety precautions, facts, rules
and legal requirements, roles & responsibilities and
behaviour to the work environment.
METHOD
The workforce may be available with either
experienced or newcomers to the rigging and slinging
field. To ensure the minimum KSA level of this
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workforce before enhancing them into the work and
for effective training, we follow the CAP-DO cycle (ref
Fig 1). Through which we can identify the knowledge,
skills and attitudes of the employees and conduct
training to them to match the required level (level 3)
of KSA. This training method is as follows:

Do

Figure 1

Conduct training to the employees and
evaluate them against the required
outcome; If the employees attained the
required outcomes involve them in the
work environment with requirements
else identify the lagging factor for their
infeasible outcome and act accordingly.

DISCUSSION

Check

Analyze
Plan

Through our training methodology, we make the
employees meet the requirements to carry out the
work in rigging and slinging activities, which doesn’t
have any available syllabus under the National
accreditation board, India.A minimum requirement
of level three is required in KSA for the workforce
who can perform the rigging and slinging activities.
We framed out the training syllabus to cover these
requirements and the assessment are also framed
correspondingly. These training, trainer to delegate
ratio (T/D ratio) and assessment toolsare mapped out
to their domains as follows:

Conduct the assessment to all the new
employees/trainees which includes
fresh diploma and degree holders as
well as the employees who are new to
the field of rigging & slinging and the
experienced employees
Analyze the current level of the delegates.
Plan to segregate the delegates as per
their current level of KSA.

Limitation of the Project
As the main objective of the training program is to
make aware the new employees with knowledge,
skill and attitude about the rigging and slinging work
environments. We cover up to level three from all
these domains. And to have certainty from the result
of the assessment, we systemized the trainer to
delegate ratio in the proposed manner for all three

Training
Theoretical

T/D ratio
10
10
10

Domain
Level
Remembering (Cognitive) C1
Understanding (Cognitive) C2
Applying (Cognitive)
C3

Practical

5
5

Imitation (Psychomotor)
Manipulation (Psychomotor)
Precision (Psychomotor)
Receiving (Affective)
Responding (Affective)
Valuing (Affective)

Behavioural

5
5
5
5
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P1
P2
P3
A1
A2
A3

Assessment Tool
MCQ – about the general rules, facts and theories
MCQ – about the general rules, facts and theories
MCQ/Fill-ups – with questions asked about the
application of the lifting in practical aspects
DAPS (direct assessment of practical skills) – trainer evaluates the performance of the delegates and
assign the marks on corresponding criteria.
IAPS (indirect assessment of practical skills) –
trainer evaluates the performance of the delegates
and assign the marks on corresponding criteria.

Systemization of the.....
The definition for all the levels with respect to their
domains which mentioned in the figure 2, 3, and 4
are described as follows:
Domain

Recommendation
These trained delegates will be more sophisticated
with their work nature and ensure a safe work
environment. Their capability level among diploma,
degree and our proposed training is compared as
follows to the individual domains:
Figure 2

Level

Remembering

C1

Recognizing and recalling
facts

Understanding

C2

Understanding the meaning
of the facts

Applying

C3

Involving the facts, rules,
concepts and ideas

Analyzing

C4

Breaking down the facts into
the component parts

Evaluating

C5

Judging the value of the
facts or ideas

Creating

C6

Generate a new whole with
the combining parts.

Imitation

P1

Learner observes and intimatesthe trainer

Manipulation

P2

Performs action by revocation or directed by trainers

Precision

P3

Learner’s performance as
aright without the guidance
of the trainers.

Articulation

P4

Carry out several skills cooperatively in sequence and
consistently.

Naturalization

P5

Learner potentiality to
perform high level task with
little physical or mental
exertion.

Receiving

A1

Awareness of feelings, emotions, and ability to utilize
selected attention.

Responding

A2

Active participation of the
learner

Valuing

A3

Concerned about the worth
of a particular object, behaviour or piece of information.

Organization

A4

Prioritize a value over another and create a unique value
system

Characterization

A5

Internalize values and let
them control the person’s
behaviour

Figure 3

Figure 4

Definition

The employment opportunities for the newcomers will
instinctively increase through this training. The same
training can be proposed with additional contents
to make the identified or required employees more
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domains to access the delegates in an effective
manner which yields the trainers to effectively assess
the delegates during the training.
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competent to the further levels which may be useful
for any such organization to utilize such employees
for error prevention during all stage of their work
progress.
CONCLUSION
With thistraining through the CAP-DO approach,
industries unlike the wind sector, construction and
logistics which are mostly deal with the lifting may also
get benefitted. As the employees are being trained
towards the outcome to attain the minimum of level
three in KSA. Thereby, the employees are made to
self-aware about the team co-ordination, safety
behavioural, general rules and legal legislation about
the rigging and slinging. These expected outcomes
will make the employees always ensure themselves as
well as the surroundings to be in a safe condition. The
successful delegates can attain a minimum of threelevel in KSA’s which is adequate for the workforce to
perform the lifting and rigging activitiesby following
the work posture and handling method with safe
practice and compliance with the legal appliances
as well. The Original Equipment Manufacturer’s or
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Independent Power Producer’s can make use of these
qualified persons in their installation or maintenance
activities which mainly deals with rigging & slinging
activities. This ultimately results in improving and
reaching the power requirements targets in India.
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This article is aimed at sharing change and selfdevelopment experience of the author over a short
period of two years. He concludes thatthere is no
age bar to undertake such an exercise. It is difficult
to begin but once it is set in motion, the process
remains on.
I was with a friend early in January 2019. He shared
that he dedicated the current year to reading books.
This triggered me to think that I could also dedicate
something for the year. Days passed but, I didn’t know
what was that something. I didn’t want a big goal like
personality development, nor any external coaching.
However, I was clear about one thing: I would like to
be a better person.
We were in Bhopal to attend a Muslim marriage in
early February. I noted our niece and her husband
dealt with the domestic help, drivers, etc. more
respectfully than what we were familiar with. They
addressed them as Aap (gratuitous expression) and
in an un-instructive way like, “Could you go there or
could you do that”. The fellows responded positive,
gladly. With a clear message back home I extended
the same love and regard to our workers. I attached
Bhai (brother) after their names like “Avinash Bhai or
GudiaJi, Aap. I also started addressing the workers of
my relations and friends same way.
Knowing well what would be the reaction from the
school time friendship group, I narrated the Bhopal
story and proposed that we too could change over
to Aapinstead of tu i. e.,a curt way ofaddressing.
As expected it was summarily rejected, saying their

childhood style has warmth which mustn’t be given
up. I admit that Aap was not for all.
Another exciting event was one day our 10 year
old grandson, Sahirwho had come from Delhi, had
something for me. After lunch when I was getting
up, he advised me, “Nanu, please say ‘Excuse me.” I
appreciated his table manners and since then I didn’t
do any mistakes in getting up from the table. In the
evening when I was entering the lift, he stopped me,
“Ladies first as Nani (grandmother) is with us”. This
too was a good lesson for me. Though we know wide
range of manners, we stop using many of them in
the busy life. It was clear we can learn from the new
generation whatever their age.
The wedding visit and Sahir’s advice gave clarity
about what I should pursue - etiquettes, good habits,
better feelings and thoughts for others added with
improving health and wellness which may help me
becominga better person.
My wife, with whom only I discussed these events,
repeated her earlier advice to reduce whisky
consumption to one and a half peg at a time.
Reducing to one and a half, I knew will be like not
drinking. I stated I could better give up than reducing.
I felt two were necessary even if I were to take once
a week in place of alternate days. I conveyed this.
The benevolent lady pitted me and suggested, “No,
no, you may drink twice a week but stick to that, no
more even in parties.” I jumped and started on the
understanding. I felt ‘how well I and she both did’.
I picked a new interest-sketching art. A ninth class
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student Aeshita, our neighbour’s daughter, an
excellent artist is coaching me. Though I sketch in
my spare time, I lose control over time. I had joined
nursery class, now I am in 10th as judged by my coach.
Improving Time Management
1.
Many of us waste time. The reason is relative
to the person which he can himself find out. In my
case it was myconstitution. When you face often
the bowel movement problem, you will take a big
mugof tea in the morning, followed by another cup,
then the third one, as I did to cause pressure. This
delayed my bath, without doing anything worthwhile
the whole forenoon. I used to ask myself why the day
was not of 28 hours. I found out my constipation was
the side-effect of three of my Allopathic medicines. I
changed over to Homeopathy, Ayurveda, apart from
home remedies. But to no avail.
Information about a vegetable as very effective
laxative was brought by my wife. This is jimikand,
also known as suran (elephant yam). A tasteless
food, cooked in different ways but to be acceptable
to me wasaalu-ki-tikiyatype (potato chop). Amazing
result. To me, it proved Ram Baan (most effective). I
am surprised about the time I save now- about three
hours- and use very productively e.g., now I take bath
at 8a.m. invariably.
2.
We all work through multi-tasking. After long
experience however, I believed in one thing at a
time. I found by my experience that multitasking is
not as effective as we believe it to be. Quite often,
it becomes necessary to redo certain such things.
Ultimately time consumed is perhaps same or more.
I again questioned my long experience. After
sufficient trial, my revised thoughts are: mechanically
operative tasks which are repetitivecan be done
multitasking, such as brushing the teeth while sitting
on the commode, even a third task like roving the
feet on the acupressure instrument as I do, and one
can save time. But evaluative tasks requiring thinking
and judgment will not be viable for multi-tasking i.e.,
same as my belief before.
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Covid-19 Turned Opportunities
Confused about the pandemic, people are aggrieved
day in and day out. Confined to home, most are
bored, tired or even morose. However, I decided to
devote myself to my fitness as the pulse oximeter in
my case indicated the reading at 93. I had a Yoga coach
last year. But now when conditions were different
and my pulse oxygen low, I thought I must give first
priority to strengthen my lungs. I identified six more
breathing exercises from YouTube. Now with nine
lung exercises apart from other Pranayamas, I have
improved my pulse oxygen: 96/95, 95, 94, 93 and I
hope it will further ebb.
With more time at my disposal (as above), I reorganized
and reallocated time for exercises. Doing Pranayama
morning, evening, I did diabetes and BPHasana in the
morning and backache asana in the evening, apart
from a morning walk in the complex. With this plan
under way, I feel fitter and more energetic.
Since there had been stress on nutrients, spices, and
herbs, our food required modification. My wife made
creative mixes, and changes resulted in better quality
and lesser quantity consumption of meals.
Amidst the virtues of technology, there is a dark
point-the blue light. I stopped watching television,
and use ofmobile and laptop once a week to reduce
their ill effects in a small way. Mobile has become so
much part of the life style, one day’s abstinence itself
is hard.
Aatmanirbhar (self-reliant)
Taking a cue from P.M. Modi’s Aatmanirbhar concept,
I started believing, being independent in one’s daily
routine is crucial. I took a few actions:
1.
I have been rarely polishing my foot wears
and they were getting spoilt. Time had been the
issue. I began on a new approach: polish black ones
one day, brown another day and shine them the third
day. In this arrangement, little time was consumed
and it didn’t pose any problem.

2.
I started thinking why I shouldn’t carry my
jhuthe bartan (utensils after eating) to the kitchen.
Though our domestic help argued that her work was
being snatched, she was quiet after some time. Even
in the house of others after eating I leave my utensils
at their destination.
3.
Similarly, I have started wrapping up my bed
in the morning and taking out my medicines myself.
4.
I have also started taking out my clothes
from the wardrobe. My wife proved smarter and
appearing there before me she completes the task.
Her argument is that it was her right as a Patni-wife,
which she will not give up.
Findings and Discussion
I am reminded having published an experimental
studyrecently in IJTD (January-March, 2019) in which
I focused on helping people on the wayside. Now I
have helped myself andconsciously too for the first
time. My turnaround impacted me in several ways. A
few new etiquettes that I learned helped addressing
all-small, young and old-including close relations like
my young daughtersand child Sahiras Aap. Perhaps
they feel more respected. Carrying my Juthe Bartan
I feel I amreally at the top of Aatmanirbharta. It also
conveys to the domestic help that she alone is not
picking the utensils. The impact of time-saving is
enormous. I am able to do several chores that I was
ignoring or doing in the latter part of the day earlier.
Mostly I am ready now before my wife, while it was

reverse before. I appreciate the value of time more
now. I have become conscious of saving even a
minute or two at times.
Watching one changing impacts others at home also.
My wife now thanks the help more frequently than I
do. At times she goes for bath soon after me.
My outlook for spirituality is assuming a new
dimension. To cite a few examples, while in one Aarti
(devotional song for God), the singer recites Jai Jai
(tributes) to a particular religion, I spontaneously
started reciting, “Sab (all) Dharmo ki (all religions) Jai
Jai.” I am quite comfortable now to sit cross-legged
for prayers as against standing for it before.
At 78-9, surprisingly I encountered no obstacle to
change. However, I couldn’t reduce anger, despite
strong desire and effort.
There is thus no age bar for self-renewal. Anyone
can undertake self-renewal at any age. It is so easy
also: learning a lot from others, children and the
wife included and the environment if one has an
open mind and a real desire to change. Once the
process begins, it remains on. I see endless areas to
focus on: thoughts and feelings, renewalof emotions,
etiquettes, and habits, repairing relationships,
working harder, health, feedback, empathy, and ease
of life, to quote a few.
I have a sense of fulfilment and success. I resolve to
continue the process till I last.
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Case Study - 01

Learning the Pramati Way in the New Normal!
Shobha Chandrasekara*, Shikha Anil**, Keerthivasan Raghuraman***

Senior Manager*, Senior Executive**, Executive – L&D***
Email : antony@windcareindia.com*, quality6@windcareindia.com**, quality@windcareindia.com***
Pramati Technologies is a well-known IT company which has been at the forefront of innovation since 1998.
We are an organization that builds independent companies focused on profitable, well-defined markets in
social, mobile, and cloud computing technologies. We invest in cutting-edge technologies, and people, to
create best-of-breed product companies. We have carved out a rare and unique path in India’s impressive
technological landscape as a technology and product innovator.
Over the past few months, across the world we
have experienced a dramatic change in the ways of
working. This paradigm shift was not an easy one.
As we stepped into this phase, remote working
seemed like a time of turmoil and uncertainty. Our
environment, tasks, expectations etc. changed and
inspite of these unprecedented situations, we had
to keep up with our productivity and all this while
establishing the thin line between home and home
office.
But as they say, every cloud has a silver lining and it
surely helped the learning and development fraternity
step up the game and explore further as it also
introduced us to a new way of “embracing learning”,
and how! We at Pramati believe that learning is
indispensable. The way food nourishes our bodies,
continuous learning and information nourishes our
minds. Pramati in Sanskrit means exceptional Mind!
In these times of change, migration was the key continuing what we did as well as initiating new
interventions to engage employees while keeping
learning at the forefront.
The Human Resources industry as a whole played
an integral role during these times ensuring that
the operations run seamlessly while taking care of
employees’ well-being. All support functions joined
hands to help the HR and L&D team in executing the
initiatives. Also, people across locations contributed
to make these initiatives a success.
We experimented with multiple initiatives across
Pramati to ensure employees are socially distant but
virtually together! How the learning & development
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team learnt: In a way, COVID can be looked at as a
“blessing in disguise” or a catalyst of change as we
have been able to implement interventions that we
would not have otherwise.
With COVID coming in, the classroom sessions
had to uninterruptedly continue online. We used
Zoom previously for occasional discussions and
meetings but now the reliance on Zoom as a tool had
heavily increased. The ways in which we collected
attendance had to change from physical sheets to
online trackers. Zoom’s ‘register’ feature helped us
collect the attendance data and made it simpler for
us to maintain records. We also used breakout rooms
and annotations to conduct our activities. We even
tried customizing the virtual background for some of
the programs. These features helped us improve the
effectiveness of our sessions.
Also it opened doors to a different mode of learning,
helped us be creative and believe that learning is
possible irrespective of the situation. It also changed
how people looked at Technology. From being
an option it turned to a necessity. This helped us
innovate and think differently. Our agility helped
and we quickly adapted to online modes. It helped
us learn that we do not have to depend on the
traditional classroom sessions when the same can be
done virtually. We were able to run all our programs
with minimal tweaks, without any hindrance.
Following are some of our programs initiated by the
Human Resources and Learning and Development
team that kept all the employees engaged in these
challenging times:

1.

Creating Awareness amongst Pramatians

2.

Customized eLearn Modules

3.

Office away from Office

4.

Employee Engagement Initiatives

5.

Fitness

6.

Mental wellbeing sessions by experts

c)

7.

Employee driven sessions

8.

Family Involvement

9.

Learning Initiatives

While working from home, we sign in remotely and
use multiple cloud based applications. This shift could
also open doors to security risks and cyber threats.
This module aimed at minimizing the risk by being
cautious and taking good care of the company assets
provided to us and other IT related tips.

10. Virtual Sports
1.

Creating Awareness amongst Pramatians

The first step was to create awareness about the
Pandemic. Employees had to know what was coming
their way and also the necessary precautions that
had to be taken to prevent and protect themselves
and their dear ones. We shared guidelines, tips and
a self-awareness quiz to ensure employees had the
right and updated information.
2.

Customized eLearn Modules

The next thing we did was to help ease the transition
from office to working from home. It is the era of
micro learning, the easiest way is to learn in short,
manageable chunks. The in-house eLearning modules
we created that were 5 to 10 mins long were well
received and appreciated. To make it more relatable,
we ourselves did the voiceover. Here is a glimpse into
the 4 modules and the objectives they served.
a)

Remote Working

the mode to be chosen for communication, paying
attention to the well being of the team, engaging
the team members, effective delegation, developing
trust and also improving team bonding and morale
by being an effective leader by being there for the
team.

d)

IT Security

Gyanda’s Funda

Once we all started working remotely, one term that
became the buzz word was “zoom fatigue”. Being
on prolonged calls can be tiring and lethargic as
online interactions force us to focus more intently
on conversations, to absorb information. To combat
this fatigue, we came up with realistic scenarios and
suggested ways to deal with the problems. Some of
our tips included - move every one hour, stay hydrated,
brain breaks, shift focus to relax eyes by using the 2020-20 rule, avoid stress eating and finding a rhythm
to the day. We accompanied this with a handout on
eye exercises.
We tried to get the attention of our audience by using
a Panda, ‘Gyanda’ as our protagonist who shared the
fundas (tips).
3. Office away from Office

The change could have been disturbing for some
employees. Hence we came up with a module
on - how to make remote working an enjoyable
and productive experience for all. We equipped
employees with best practices, tools that could come
handy, dos and don’ts pertaining to both productivity
and self care.

We also tried to make employees “feel at Office”
with multiple activities to make sure all felt socially
connected. We did not restrict it to them. In fact,
we also extended these to their families and pets.
For one of the initiatives, we asked employees to
share a picture of their ‘Home Office’. We had an
overwhelming response as everyone was eager to
show how their new workspace looked.

b)

4. Employee Engagement Initiatives

Long Distance Leadership

This module was designed specifically for the
managers at Pramati to enable them to handle teams
effectively while working remotely. We spoke about
the common challenges, how to overcome them and
also discussed some of the the best practices such as

We embraced the new work style by asking
employees to share pictures of their surroundings,
nature, the special dishes they cooked, showcase the
pictures they clicked, what they miss about the office
and much more. We also tried Window swap where
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employees could upload videos of their backgrounds
for others to check and experience. In support of
Mask India’s initiative we encouraged employees to
make their own masks.
5. Fitness
We encouraged employees to take up fitness
challenges each day and also nominate others (I tag
3) to do so. This way, we promoted the importance of
physical fitness and they propagated it to others they
knew. Kids were eager to join their parents in some
of these activities.
We included challenges such as exercises, yoga asanas,
skipping, 10k footsteps, detox drink and many more
that improved competition spirit and interaction even
though we were all working virtually. In addition,
we also suggested tips related to ergonomics, eye
exercises, stretches for overall well being. We also
maintained a ‘Fitness leader board’ which saw a lot
of traction. In all, it was a good and healthy start to
working from home!

some of our activities and challenges. We exclusively
conducted a few programs for children and they
benefited from the plethora of activities we organized
for them - collage making skills, brain zumba, pop up
greeting card making, workshop on making diya and
candle holder, painting, dance etc.
9. Learning Initiatives
While employees settled into the new normal,
learning still had to be a part of their lives and this
time, in the form of digital learning. In addition
to creating eLearning modules, we initiated other
programs which aimed at delivering bite sized
information to employees.
a)

M power: The first series was called ‘M-Power’
a specially designed learning program for
Managers with tips related to various topics
pertaining to their role such as handling meetings
effectively, providing constructive feedback,
empathy, emotional intelligence to name a few.
This was concluded by a panel discussion and
moderation by the top management to gain
further clarity on the topics discussed. This
program helped managers not only acclimatize
to the new mode of working but also to
understand themselves and their teams better.

b)

E power: On lines of ‘M-power’, we came up with
something similar for the rest of our employees
too. We included posts on time management,
productivity, learning and much more. We also
gamified it by maintaining a leader board and
adding tasks for each of these topics. The ones
who qualified competed with each other on
the final day. The top 10 were gratified with
goodies.

6. Mental wellbeing sessions by experts
While physical fitness is essential for our well being,
we cannot undermine the importance of mental well
being, especially in a challenging scenario like COVID.
We had sessions on resilience, parenting during
lockdown and Therapeutic Yoga. These sessions
helped employees improve their mental health
while working from home. We also had a couple of
sessions on nutrition as eating healthy and improving
immunity is of equal importance.
7. Employee Driven Sessions
Another trend that emerged is greater emphasis
on ‘social learning’ which is predominantly about
acquiring skills by observing or imitating others. We
organized programs where employees could teach
one another. We had multiple programs such as Yoga,
dance, art & craft and painting.

Both these programs were initiated with the
objective of helping employees learn and
develop amidst their busy schedules.
c)

8. Family Involvement
With the difference between professional and
personal life minimizing, it is next to impossible to
keep family out of the ‘Home Office’ picture. We
believed that it was important to engage the family
and not just the employee. People too were happy
to involve their spouse, children and even pets in
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Online Tech courses: Multiple platforms like
plural sight, Packt and Harvard extended their
offerings to the public. We leveraged these
platforms and created awareness so that our
employees would benefit from them.

In addition to these, we were able to continue our
flagship programs. Here is how we tweaked them:
a)

UpShift:

A communication skills based program that
otherwise required our presence was this time
conducted remotely. The first phase involves an
assessment and employees were able to take
it up irrespective of which part of the country
they were in. Post the assessment we evaluated
the responses and invited them to the training
giving them options to choose the slot of their
choice.
b)

LEAP:
Leadership Engagement through Awareness
and Practice is a first time manager program
that we run at Pramati. It is a 12 week program
that was initiated while we were back in office.
We were easily able to bring the program to a
conclusion even though we were all working
remotely. Tea talks, a panel discussion for leaders
to ask questions, was seamlessly organized
as ‘virtual tea talks’ where all got their cup of
tea (or coffee) with them for the meeting. The
participants were able to share their learning
from the program through a presentation just
like they used to earlier.

c)

Campus to corporate:
The C2C program is one that is conducted for
freshers who join us. The advantage of a virtual
session was that we were able to combine
joinees from all locations. The activities had to
tweak but it was just as effective.

d)

Email Training:
We conducted an email and MoM training
for a team across locations leveraging Zoom’s
features.

e)

Learning League:
We initiated a program for employees to learn
and have fun at the same time. Some of the
topics we included were - communication,
negotiation, problem solving and in basket
exercises. These sessions were activity based
and learner centric where most of the learning
happened through experience followed by
discussions.

f)

L&D Film factory:
This is a documentary based learning program.
Instead of the traditional method of inviting

people to the training room and playing the
documentary, we shared interesting videos on
the last Friday of the month for them to watch
with their families. The advantage here was
that they could watch it at their own pace and
convenient time.
g)

In addition to these, we conducted workshops
like ‘tech in-house’, ‘KYC - Know Your Concepts’,
‘Techtonic’ which are knowledge sharing
sessions where employees conduct a session
on the technical topic of their expertise.
We also have ‘Inter team talks’ that provide
project teams with a platform to share ideas,
solutions, and processes they have worked on
without compromising the obligations to the
clients. ‘Talking Tall’ are sessions conducted
by employees on a non-technical topic such as
a skill or hobby. All these sessions are “by the
employees, for the employees” just like it was
before we started working from home!

10. Virtual Sports!
Finally, all work and no play makes Jack (and Jill)a dull
employee.
We organized virtual sports tournaments where
employees could complete with each other across
locations (which was not the case earlier). Employees
took part in chess, ludo, housie housie, pictionary,
put the avenger in you to test etc which kept the
excitement and fun element in place!
“The only constant in life is change”- Heraclitus
This is a common saying that we all know! Change is
inevitable therefore we will have to remain nimble
and resilient. We noticed that employees were quick
to adapt to the new normal. We learn each day
through our experiences. There is learning involved
in planning interventions, executing them. Not to
mention the learning that occurs when we take part
in them!
We are glad to have been the ambassadors of learning
and these times have taught us a lot about ourselves
and our roles. Learning is more important now than it
was ever before. Our aim is to engage employees so
that they are always “Learning” at Pramati.
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Case Study - 02

Succeeding in Cross Cultural Joint Venture
This case was developed by Jyotsna Golhar (Vidyalankar Institute of Technology, Mumbai), Kiran Kakade,
Sushma Patil (Guru Nanak Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai), Venketeswara Ravi Shankar (Rajiv
Gandhi College, Mumbai) and Suchita Shetty (Guru Nanak Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai) in
the Case Writing Workshop organized by GNIMS Business School, Mumbai from December 02-04 , 2019.
The case is about Hanosametal Technologies, a joint venture of Osaka Metal and Hanover Alloy which
is founded in Jan 2015. Osaka Metal and Hanover Alloy each of them has different areas of strength in
terms of both product and geographic region and therefore Hanosametal stands to benefit significantly
from synergy merits. The staff not only has comprehensive manufacturing expertise but also specialize in
engineering work in the areas of electric and automation and long ranging. Osaka Metal and Hanover
Alloy have been sharing extremely favourable “chemistry” in their corporate cultures, and each of
them has different areas of strength in terms of both products and geographic regions, and therefore
Hanosametal emerged from synergy merits of each. Hanosametal is place of amalgation of two culture
(Japanese and German). Hanosametal was able to provide customers with even better solutions than the
parent company. Organizational culture of Hanover Alloy is very process oriented, structured and less
involvement compared to Osaka Metal which is firm believer of lean management, more participative
approach but less structured. Due to this visible vast difference between two parent companies, the same
reflected in Hanosametal. Hanosametal faced huge difference in values (Integrity, Ownership, Diligence,
Teamwork and result orientation) among the front-line employees and top management. This could be
clearly noticed from the way most of the senior employees were regularly interacting with their peers by
going desk to desk, whereas the young employees i.e. employees below 35 years of age believe more in
written communication like writing emails or messages and avoid in person communication. This added
to more misunderstanding of simple issues leading to prolonged Decision making and resulted in lack
of ownership towards the processes. Initial 2 years there were losses then they were at break even and
currently company entering to profit zone with cost reduction and innovation.
INTRODUCTION

About Osaka Metal

India has seen 50 % growth over the last few years in
metallurgical service business development in India.
Hanosametal Technologies established in March
2015 and grew out of a long history of innovation
in the field of metal production established by
its predecessor entities Osaka Metal (Japan) and
Hanover Alloy(German). The new company is
named Hanosametal Technologies Limited and
headquartered in England, UK. With this joint venture
both partners formed a globally operating complete
provider for plants, products and services for the
iron, steel and aluminium industry.

Osaka Metal Corporation (OSAKA METAL) is a global
integrated business enterprise that develops and
operates businesses together with its offices and
subsidiaries in approximately 80 countries and
regions worldwide, as well as a global network of
around 1,300 group companies.
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OSAKA METAL has 11 Business Groups that operate
across virtually every industry: Natural Gas,
Industrial Materials, Petroleum & Chemicals, Mineral
Resources, Industrial Infrastructure, Automotive
& Mobility, Food Industry, Consumer Industry,
Power Solution and Urban Development. Through

these 11 Business Groups, OSAKA METAL’s current
activities have expanded far beyond its traditional
trading operations to include project development,
production and manufacturing operations, working
in collaboration with our trusted partners around
the globe. With an unwavering commitment to
conducting business with integrity and fairness,
OSAKA METAL remains fully dedicated to growing
its businesses while contributing to a prosperous
society.
About Hanover Alloy
Hanover Alloy is a global powerhouse focusing on the
areas of electrification, automation and digitalization.
One of the world’s largest producers of energyefficient, resource-saving technologies, Hanover Alloy
is a leading supplier of systems for power generation
and transmission as well as medical diagnosis. In
infrastructure and industry solutions the company
plays a pioneering role.

customers can rely on a powerful global player
offering world-leading technologies. With this move
Hanover Alloy executed “Hanover Alloy Vision 2020”
to strengthen its core activities.
The Hanosametal Technology situated 12 miles
east of the city Mumbai. Hanosametal has hybrid
organisational structure which has common Group
HR policies.The company is a manufacturer of iron
making & other products. Products & Services:
Ironmaking, Steelmaking, Continuous Casting, Hot
Rolling Long, Hot Rolling Flat, Cold Rolling, NonFerrous Rolling, Processing, Endless Casting & Rolling,
Mini Mills.
Hanosametal Technologies India’s operating revenues
range is Over INR 500 cr for the financial year ending
on 31 March, 2019. It’s EBITDA has increased by 38.42
% over the previous year. At the same time, it’s book
networth has increased by 2.54 %. The total paid-up
capital is INR 1,024.42 Cr.

Joint Venture

Internal Issues

Osaka Metal-Nitachi Metals Machinery, Inc. an OSAKA METAL consolidated group company
with equity participation by Nitachi, Ltd. and IHI
Corporation - holds a 51-percent and Hanover Alloy
a 49-percent stake in the joint venture. With closing
of the transaction, the joint venture started its
operations named Hanosametal Technologies and
8,000 employees coming from both partners. The
joint venture started its operations with 695 direct
and 402 contract employees across India, which is
further distributed as 175 in Mumbai plant and 402
in Kolkata plant.

Organizational culture of Hanover Alloy is very
process oriented, structured and less involvement
compared to Osaka Metal which is firm believer of
lean management, more participative approach but
less structured. Due to this visible vast difference
between two parent companies, the same
reflected in Hanosametal. Hanosametal faced huge
difference in values (Integrity, Ownership, Diligence,
Teamwork and result orientation) among the frontline employees and top management. This could
be clearly noticed from the way most of the senior
employees were regularly interacting with their peers
by going desk to desk, whereas the young employees
i.e. employees below 35 years of age believe more
in written communication like writing emails or
messages and avoid in person communication.
This added to more misunderstanding of simple
issues leading to prolonged Decision making and
resulted in lack of ownership towards the processes.
Hanosametal since its inception achieved its break
even in 2018 and then pulled profits from Financial
year 2019.

Rationale of Joint Venture
OSAKA METAL and Hanover Alloy have been sharing
extremely favourable “chemistry” in their corporate
cultures, and each of them has different areas of
strength in terms of both products and geographic
regions, and therefore Hanosametalemerged from
synergy merits of each. Hanosametal was able to
provide customers with even better solutions than
the parent company. Hanosametal Technology
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HANOSAMETAL DRIVES ALONE
HCP Model (Hanosametal Change Programme):
Hanosametal Technologies started HCP model to
carve its identity in market in June 2017. The model
is based on three values:
a) be accountable
b) team effectiveness, and
c) result oriented.
The main objective of HCP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aligning executive teams when there are new
leaders and/or new roles
Integrating cultures following mergers and
acquisitions
Shaping the culture to support new strategies
and structure
Helping minimize cultural barriers to change
when implementing major, organizational
systems or processes
Creating greater organizational agility to meet
the challenges of a rapidly changing marketplace
Vision and Mission, Values were introduced
in March 2016 and started with HCP training
programme for top 25 Executives.
The changes have been made in HCP training
model after the feedback survey analysis of HCP
Archived break even

Implementation of HCP
A three layer programme was initiated beginning
with H25, H250 and two Change enablers :

-In depth 5 days training was given in Austria to H25
Employees. The result of this training programme
gave Prime metal its Vision, Mission, Values and
Objectives.
Local Apex body was created comprising of CEO, CFO,
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HR head and two Change Enablers. They were given
seven days training in England to understand the HCP
model. In turn Change Enablers gave 2 days training
to people manager regionally and gave 3 day training
programme to all employees (with batch of 20 to 25
employees one time).
A Survey was conducted post training in Oct 2016,
2017 and 2019. Survey comprised of Questionnaire
as an instrument towards:
Perception about the employees towards HCP
model
Perception about the managers towards HCP
model
Perception about the organisation towards HCP
model
Based on this survey three focus areas were evolved.
a)
b)
c)

Direction and Purpose
Recognition
Performance Orientation

The Outcome of HCP model was as follows
a) Attitudinal change among employees
b) Employees talking about the values they learnt
c) Financially from loses to Profits
d) Rapid change and innovation
e) Develop good customer base
f)
Positivity in the organisation
FUTURE AHEAD
Hanosametal technology is a worldwide leading
engineering plant building and lifecycle services
partner for the metals industry offering complete
technology product and service portfolio that includes
integrated electric, automation and environmental
solutions, digitalization’s of all production related
process, advance automation as summed up by the
term “Industry 4.0”, future oriented designs for linked
casting and rolling, as well as advance process analysis
and optimization. At Hanosametal it is believed that
digitalization will lead to fully automated plant. All
processed that occur in steel production facilities will
be optimized by advanced AI algorithms which will
be based on both Big Data and sophisticated through
process optimization technology. This seems neither
straight nor short but a long journey with continuous

upgradation of skills, talent acquisition and process
renovation is break through. Green production
technology MEROS which removes dust, harmful
organic and metallic components from sinter off Gas
and archives of gas cleaning levels. Hanosametal is
continuously developing new approaches for even
greener metal production.
•
Industry 4.0
•
Thinking for digitization
•
Training programme for employees to cope up
with the future skill set.

Alloy each of them has different areas of strength
in terms of both product and geographic region
and therefore Hanosametal stands to benefits
significantly from synergy merits. The staff not only
has comprehensive manufacturing expertise but also
specialize in engineering work in the areas of electric
and automation and long ranging. Hanosametal is
place of amalgation of two culture (Japanese and
German). Initial 2 years there were losses then they
were at break even and currently company entering
to profit zone with cost reduction and innovation.

Question for Discussion

2.

1.

Management Postgraduate students
Management, HR Specialization)

2.

3.

Demonstrate the need for joint venture of two
integration capabilities.
What should company do to reduce the gap
between two set of employees with reference
to culture, behavior, attitude and values.
Identify the issues and challenges faced by
Hanosametal Management following the joint
venture and explore the strategy adopted to
overcome the same

Appendix

Learning/teaching objectives and Key issues
a. To analyze the integration capabilities of
joint venture in India
b. To understand various issues and
challenges in strategic alliance particularly
in cross culture joint venture

4.

The Teaching Strategy

This case is appropriate to a 90-minute teaching
session as follows:
Read the case carefully
Identify the key points of case
Analyze the problem statement and
challenges
Final Analysis
Strategic Option

15 minutes
10 minutes
15 minutes

Decision
Summary and Conclusion

10 minutes
10 minutes

•
TEACHING NOTE
Synopsis

The case is about Hanosametal Technologies, a joint
venture of Osaka Metal and Hanover Alloy which is
founded in Jan 2015. OSAKA METAL and Hanover

(General

3.

5.
•

1.

Target Learning Group

•

15 minutes
15 minutes

Background reading
Almeida, P., Grant, R. & Phene, A. (2002).
Knowledge Acquisition through Alliances:
Opportunities and Challenges.
Morisini, P. (1998). Managing Cultural
Differences: Effective Strategy and Execution
across Cultures in Global Corporate Alliances.
1st ed. Oxford: Elsevier Science Ltd.
Wallace, R. (2004). Strategic Partnerships: An
Entrepreneur’s Guide to Joint Ventures and
Alliances. Dearborn Trade, A Kaplan Professional
Company.
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Case Study - 03

Synergy for Business Revival
This case was developed by Annie Pillai, Kapil Bhopatkar, Prachi Amare and Samidha Angne of Guru
Nanak Institute of Management Studies during the Case Writing Workshop organized by GNIMS Business
School,Mumbai from December2-4,2019.
The case study is basically about how Sahakari Bhandar was revived after forming an alliance with Reliance
Ltd. It also brings about the various strategies used by both the organizations for benefit of each other. The
various issues faced by Sahakari Bhandar, a 50-year-old cooperative store and how Reliance helped them
revive and in return, how Reliance benefited from them.
INTRODUCTION
Sahakari Bhandar, a government supported cooperative, was established in the year 1966 in
Mumbai India. In a span of few years, Sahakari
Bhandar captured the whole city for its retail
operations. The name Sahakari Bhandar meant trust
to the thousands of its loyal customers.The Sahakari
Bhandar over the years built its brand based on
affordability offering marginal discounts on various
products with its famous tagline “Sahi Quality Sahi
price “meaning “Right Quality, Right Price “ .Today
Sahakari Bhandar has 22 stores at strategic locations
spread from Colaba to Virar towns in Mumbai City.
But the Journey was not so easy. Following the
liberalization privatization and globalization in the
early 1990’s and the entry of retailers such as Big
Bazaar and D mart the once trusted name in retail
faced stiff competition in terms of pricing, sourcing
of items, vendor management and every logistical
issue which was a retailer’s night mare. Like all cooperatives, its stores looked run-down and operated
on thin margins in the last decade (2000-2010). The
stores often had a problem of stock-outs owing to
irregular payments to suppliers.
However, the co-operative had a strong customer
connect due to its legacy of 40 years, strategic
locations, and a fair price image, but the challenge it
faced was how to turn around the chain where there
were less footfalls, shrinking businessand better job
prospects elsewhere.In 2005, there were floods in
Mumbai and the heavy torrential rains caused huge
losses to Sahakari Bhandar due to stock outs and
breakdown of supply chain network.
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In April 2006, Sahakari Bhandar reached out to
Reliance which had already established itself as a
major player in the retail sector with its flagship stores
reliance fresh.Reliance reached an understanding
with Sahakari Bhandar to manage the supply chain
for the latter’s 19 stores in the city. The deal which
is renewed time and again was a closely guarded
secret. Two and ahalf months after Mukesh Ambanicontrolled Reliance Industries had started handling
the supply chain management of the state-owned
Sahakari Bhandar, the revamped co-operative stores
saw their revenues and customer inflows treble.
The case focuses on the business model adopted
by reliance industries for its retail segment with
reference to strategic tie up with Sahakari Bhandar
to accentuate how strategic tie ups can bring value
for both parties concerned and create a win-win
situation. It focuses on the synergy created as a result
of the understanding and its impact on consumer
retail experience.
Bulk Buying Higher Margins Better footfalls
Earlier Sahakari Bhandar had a very less margin
because the middle man / the vendor was getting
gross margin from the company and could pass on
very little margin to the cooperative after taking out
his share. Reliance introduced bulk buying for all
the stores which meant higher discounts and better
credit. It also started sourcing the items from the
company itself leading to higher margins. Reliance
passed on these margins to Sahakri Bhandar which in
turn passed them onto the customers.
Facelift: Selling By Impute

Reliance realized the reason why most of the cooperative retail chains went down was that they did
not change with the times and could not face the
marketing blitzkrieg from modern retail. Reliance
decided to bring the store to certain standards and
build the backend. All stores were air-conditioned
with glass facade. Almost every aspect on the shop
floor—shelves, racks, freezers, chillers, cash counters
and hygiene — were upgraded.
Technological Upgradation and One Stop Shop
Reliance brought in enterprise resource planning
(ERP) software, SAP, to manage the front end and
back end operations of the chain. It also led to a
tight control on the inventory and reduce pilferage
drastically. With Reliance stepping in, product supply
was no longer a problem. Whilesections like kitchen
appliances and jewellery were missing in the earlier
format these were introduced elevating the once
friendly neighborhood grocery store into a one shop
stop. Reliance then introduced other segments like a
pharmacy, bakery, music and DVD counter along with
a fresh fruit and vegetables section.
Customer Engaging Initiatives
a) SMS Blast: A bulk sms service was introduced
for its loyal regular customer base informing them
about various offers and new additions to its existing
product line. It also use paper insertions known as
leaflets in local newspapers,
b) Loyalty Card: Sahakari Bhandar in association with
Reliance introduced a loyalty card which offered one
point for every purchase of Rs 200. Every point was
equivalent to 70 paise.
c) Deep Discount Days: Certain days like 26th January
and 15Th august were declared as deep discount
days wherein a huge discount was offered on a range
of products and services.
d) Mandi Mahaul: On certain days the entire store
was setup on the line of the traditional market
or Mandi as it is famously known with the price
announcements made with the traditional trumpet
known as ‘BHOPU”
e) Home drop: The New smart Sahakri Bhandar
provided a home drop facility to customers who
purchased goods worth 3000 or more.
f) Massive advertising campaign: Reliance
Advertising initiatives helped benefit Sahakari
Bhandar who otherwise were not in a a position

to allocate a sizeable chunk of the meagre income
into advertisement and publicity. Earlier Sahakari
Bhandar were not doing it. Now with reliance they
were a part of Reliance advertising campaign.
HR Initiative
Employees Training
All the Sahakari Bhandar store employees are trained
by Reliance Retail corporate team. Every person must
undergo one training in a quarter. Employees are
benefited by different certifications offered by Reliance
Retail as part of career progression(Annexure-1).
This certifications and career progression helped in
employee’s individual development.
The attrition rate on an average at individual store is
10% as against the high attrition rate of 60% in retail
industry which is expected to grow to US$ 26.67
billions in 2019. Sahakari Bhandar also welcome part
time employees. This help in attracting students who
can learn and earn under such program. Sahakari
Bhandar also encourage hiring specially abled
personal. Employees enjoy special reward points on
their loyalty cards.
Finanacial Impact
The Collaboration happened in 2006. Since then
Sahakari Bhandar has added three new stores taking
the total tally to 22 stores. The latest store in Dindoshi
a distant suburb of Mumbai has a total usable are
of 8000 square feet. In a span of a decade Sahakari
Bhandar ‘s revenues have grown from 50 crores to
382.84 crore.
Green Initiatives
a) Tetra Pack: In line with its efforts to raise
awareness and encourage recycling of used cartons
Tetra Pack the world’s leading packaging and
processing solutions provider launched ‘Cartons Le
Aao, Classroom Banao ’meaning“Get cartoons make
classrooms “. This initiative was part of its ongoing
flagship programme ‘Go Green with Tetra Pak’. This is
a multi-city campaign, the first leg which commenced
in Mumbai under the flagship of Reliance Fresh.
This campaign aimed to collect and recycle over
one lakh tetra pack cartons into school desks for
underprivileged schools. Tetra Pak will provide special
bins made from recycled cartons that will be placed
across 42 Reliance Fresh and Sahakari Bhandar stores
for the collection of these cartons.
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b. Plastic Recycle: Every outlet has a plastic bottle
crushing machine, wherein customers are encouraged
to discard the plastic bottles and in return are
benefited by Rs. 1 per bottle which is transferred via
PayTM or given as a coupon to the customer. So far,
the synergies of this association have benefited both
the organizations creating a win-win situation. The
chairman of Sahakari Bhandar,Mr. Sanjay Shetye has
been very happy with the fruitful alliance &progress,
but is wondering whether these good times will
continue for Sahakari Bhandar with the expansion
plans focused towards opening of more reliance
fresh outlets at various locations.
Questions
Q1. Discuss the business model used by Reliance
Retail to revamp SahakariBhandar.
Q2. Give your views on this strategic alliance and
mention in which business this strategy can
be implemented?
Q3. How can Sahakari Bhandar retain its independent
existence in the future.

TEACHING NOTE
Synopsis of the Case
The case study is basically about how SahakariBhandar
was revived after forming an alliance with Reliance
Ltd. It also brings about the various strategies used by
both the organizations for benefit of each other. The
various issues faced by SahakariBhandar, a 50-yearold cooperative store and how Reliance helped them
revive and in return, how Reliance benefited from
them.
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The Target Learning Group
a) Postgraduate Management Students
b) Undergraduate Students
Learning Teaching Objectives and Key Issues
1) To Learn about how strategic alliances are done
2) The financial repercussions for the organizations
who form the alliance
3) The various marketing strategies used by the
organizations and how they benefit
4) The various CSR activities conducted by the
organizations.
5) Problems in Logistics & Supply chain
Management
6) How to tackle competition (online & off-line stores)
Students are expected to read about what are
strategies.
Types of corporate alliance.
Distribution, logistics and supply chain management
with special reference to retail industry.
Teaching Strategy
Students are asked to form group and read the case
study thoroughly.
Thinking and not reading is the suggested key for
solving the case. It will be explained to the students
the various type of case situation (Problems,
decisions, evaluation, rules).
Discuss within the group and evaluate the business
model adopted by the Reliance Retail.
Students are expected to Brainstorm on the question
given at the end of the case.
Questions for Discussion:
Q1. Explain the strategy adopted by SahakariBhandar
to solve its issues.
Q2. Also explain Reliance business model for its retail
segment with reference to its strategic alliance with
SahakariBhandar.
Q3. Explain the various revamp strategies in all the
four functional areas namely, Finance, Marketing, HR
and operations.
Background Reading
Reference Book
a. Corporate Valuation by Ashwath Damodaran,
Chapter 11 on the value of ne tworks.
b. Handbook of Strategic Alliance by Mike Nevin.
c. Any Standard Textbook on Strategic Management.

The Existential Leader: An Authentic Leader for Uncertain Times
(Author: Monica Hanaway. Publisher: Routledge. First Published: 2019)

Captain Rajesh Wadhwa (Retd)
Email : rwadhwa751@gmail.com

I chanced on this cute book on the ‘New Arrivals’ shelf
in one of the most up to date libraries of a leading
Business school in Delhi NCR in January 2020. At that
time I couldn’t ever imagine that I would revisit this
book almost a year later in January 2021, to reminisce
its contents in the light of the most challenging year
ever faced by humanity in over a century that changed
the way businesses are conducted, relationships
redefined, leadership redefined, international
relations re- defined, in fact the meaning of life itself
underwent a redefining process. These were truly the
‘Existential Challenges’ that the author was talking
about in her book. I wondered if she subconsciously
knew that it all was coming.
In hindsight, when I picked up this book the first time,
I got interested in it not because of any literary work
on leadership capable of attracting a Navy veteran
who had lived leadership every day of his naval service
but the redefining of a Leader as “Existential”. A flip
through the bibliography showed that existentialism
had been researched for at least seven decades since
the 1950s. So I decided to invest my time in this book
and understand this new flavour of leadership. Surely
it was a great investment as was borne out by the
tumultuous events of the most unforgettable year in
human history in over a century.
Monica Hanaway, who is an accredited mediator,
psychotherapist, leadership coach and designer of
the Middlesex University MA in Existential Coaching,
has hit the nail on the head just hard enough while
introducing Existential Thinking to make the journey
through the book absorbing. She contends that
the mystery of the ‘being’ for the existential self is
unsolvable because it is not a problem to be solved
but an experience to be reflected upon and explored
and ultimately to be worked towards. Just as life

is relational, the same is true of leadership. Each
follower bringshis own set of values, beliefs and
meaning into their relationship with the leader. If we
understand and work with this, we are beginning to
approach leadership in an existential manner.
According to thinkers, Existentialism emphasises
the unique perspective each of us brings to our
experience of the ‘interpreted world’ we live in
through which we come to our conclusions about
the meaning we choose to give to things. Its about
freedom of our choices, facing up to reality with
honesty and courage and seeing things through to
the end. It requires effort to sustain the approach
as most people will want you to succumb to what
existentialists call living in ‘bad faith’.
Monica solidifies her point by bringing to fore some
core ideas in existential philosophy; relatedness,
uncertainty and Anxiety. She draws attention to Time
and mortality and our short stay on earth and the
‘sufferings’ in a lot of ‘small deaths’ like death of hope,
future, confidence, the ending of a job, redundancy
and the biggest dread of all, retirement. Just recall
the past year 2020 and let’s face it upfront, didn’t
we all go through some of these very feelings. She
contends that for an Existentialist it is vital to create
a healthy balance between an awareness of ‘death’/
loss and the propensity to become overwhelmed or
terrified by it.
Authenticity
Another key descriptor in her work, Monica asserts
that this governs our engagement with ourselves,
others, the world and beyond. In other words, it is
related to our ‘being’ rather than being a characteristic
or property. Indeed ‘our being governs our doing’.
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She exhorts the readers to be authentic leaders and
live by their values rather than to ‘fit in’ or as what
Existentialists may term as live in ‘bad faith’.
THE EXISTENTIAL DIMENSIONS
While exploring the existential themes, she introduces
the framework of four existential dimensions affecting
the leader; Physical/ Umwelt, Social / Mitwelt,
Psychological / Eigenwelt and Spiritual/ Uberwelt.
She has carried forward this structure right through
till the end of her book to keep the readers’ compass
aligned to existential leadership without give it a
chance to ‘hunt’.
The twenty – first century leader
She takes the reader to the turmoil of the present
century, the true operating ground of an Existential
leader. Despite the lightning speed of unpredictable
change ushered in due to information technology,
where tech giants are manipulating our thoughts and
choices, political leaders using IT in their greed to cling
to power. Notwithstanding events like BREXIT and a
President like Donald Trump in White House creating
global turmoil, the Existential leaders must still
anchor themselves in virtues like ethics, emotional
intelligence,
connectiveness,
responsibility,
resonance and above all authenticity. How prophetic
indeed has her work been. Would any one of us like
to be a ‘Leader’ like Donald Trump who has made
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the world more tumultuous even with the pandemic
raging globally. Notwithstanding, the ‘thrownness’
of the context in which existential leaders have to
lead, they will not run away from responsibility or
feel paralysed by uncertainty but find creative ways
of dealing with it. The year of the Wuhan virus has
shown it all, right from virtual business meetings,
E commerce, on line medical and legal consulting,
education and on line delivery of justice.
Uncertainty is central to Existential Thought. It is
disempowering and counter productive to remove
all the anxiety of others. One needs to acknowledge
restrictions but not to dwell on them. Monica reminds
all leaders that their freedom of action is limited
within the context of their ‘thrownness’ and must be
respected. I fully endorse this view as a Navy veteran
with over 34 years devoted to leadership roles.
CONCLUSION
Every aspect of existentialism has been thoroughly
researched over decades as primary / secondary
work by the author before being presented in this
little blue book. As a former Navy Officer and now
an entrepreneur and a Trainer in making, I would
strongly recommend this book to everyone who
wishes to understand and practice the contours of
leadership as they evolve in these uncertain times
which are not just creations of the supreme power,
but also being invented by big technology.
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